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Abstract

The main problem with the current motion compensated scan-rate converters is the halo
artifact. This artifact is visible as a 'smear' around moving objects. This work presents
a temporal up-converter algorithm with a significant reduction of this 'halo' artifact. A 3
frame motion estimator is used to estimate an occlusion free motion vector field for every
input picture. The up-converter starts with re-timing these motion vector fields to the
interpolation position. An occlusion detector is used to mark the covering and uncovering
areas. In these areas a single sided up-conversion is used. In areas with inconsistent vector
field, the dynamic median is used, and in consistent areas the motion compensated average
is used. For subtitles, overlays and other static regions extra protection is needed. A static
region detector has been developed to mark these areas. Picture data from a static region
cannot be used elsewhere in the picture, and in the static regions there is a stronger bias
towards the non motion compensated pixels. The algorithm is designed for the TriMedia
platform. The complete temporal up-converter runs on one TM3270 at 350MHz. Significant
improvements in picture quality have been achieved compared to the current solution on
the market (Cascaded Median).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

Modern television sets display video material from diverse sources that differ in original
picture rate. Different standards are used in different parts of the world. For instance in
Europe, 50 images per sec are displayed and in other parts of the world, e.g. in the US,
60 images per sec. Both standards are using interlaced data, which means that alternat
ingly the odd and the even lines are displayed. In analog broadcast this saves half of the
bandwidth. Not all the material is recorded with a video camera. A movie, for instance, is
recorded at 24 progressive frames/sec. The easiest way to display such a movie on a 60Hz
or 50Hz television is to repeat the images. In the US, every image of the movie is displayed
either 3 or 2 times to get 60 images per sec, this is called 3:2 pull down. In Europe every
image is displayed twice (2:2 pull down) and the 24Hz movie is played a little bit faster
to get 50 images per sec. Unfortunately, this simple solution results in degradation of the
image quality for moving image parts. Due to the image repetition, moving objects are al
ternating moving and standing still. As a result of this, the viewer will observe an irregular,
or jerky, motion. This artifact is often called 'motion judder' or 'film judder'. Figure 1.1
shows an example of a moving ball. The movement of the ball is only recorded at 25Hz,
but in order to get 50 images per sec, every image is shown twice. See also references [6],
[8], [14], [18], [20] and [21].

To solve this problem and to make the movements more smooth, a new interpolated im
age is calculated instead of using the repeated image. This interpolated image requires every
object in the image to be moved according to its own motion. This is motion compensated
temporal up-conversion. For the moving ball example it means that for the interpolated
images, the ball is placed on the line of the motion portrayal (Figure 1.2).

Traditionally, motion estimation is done in between two images at temporal position
n - 1/2, see Figure 1.3. A problem occurs when an object appears from behind another
object (uncovering), or if an object is disappearing behind an other object (covering), the
object (or part of the object) is only available in one of the two images. The parts of the
image with covering or uncovering are called occlusion areas. The motion estimator cannot
find a correct match in the occlusion areas and therefore the motion vector is unreliable.
Secondly, the up-converter is based on interpolation rather than extrapolation. As the
pixel data is only available in one of the two reference frames, interpolation errors occur in
occlusion areas, even if the vector would be correct. The result of these problems is that

1



position r

n-1 n n+1 n+2 picture number

Figure 1.1: In film 2:2 pull down each picture is repeated.

position r

n-1 n n+1 n+2
----+

picture number

Figure 1.2: In stead of repeating, the ball is moved to the motion trajectory.

parts of the background close to moving objects end up moving with the foreground velocity.
This looks like a 'halo' around the object. See Figure 1.4 for an example of this halo artifact.
Occlusion is the main problem of the current motion compensated up-conversion solutions
on the market. Most solutions try to minimize the effect by blurring the occlusion areas.

n-1 n-%

Figure 1.3: The motion estimator estimates between two original images at temporal position n- ~.

Often the foreground motion vector overlaps with the background object. This is be
cause in the occlusions areas the background vector matches background samples with

2



Figure 1.4: In occlusion areas a part of the background is moving with the foreground velocity: the
'halo' artifact. (Part of a picture from the test sequence chopland_50f22. yuv.)

foreground samples. The foreground vector matches background samples with background
samples from a different part of the background. Although the motion vector points to two
different parts of the background, it will often give a better match than the background
motion vector, as two different parts of the background are match better than that a part
of the background matches a part of the foreground.

So, occlusion complicates the motion estimation process. Figure 1.5a shows an ascending
balloon behind a building. To determine the motion vectors needed for the interpolation
of image n - ~, a match needs to be found between image n - 1 and n. The balloon is
only visible in image n, and is not visible in image n - 1. Therefore it is hard to place the
balloon correctly in image n - ~ because the speed and direction of the balloon cannot be
determined. In the remainder of this report, a more abstract diagram is used. Figure 1.5b
shows the abstract version of Figure 1.5a.

~· . ~.· . ~.· . ~.· . ~.

o sample from the balloon

• sample from the house

• occlusion

?' motion vector

(a)
n-1 noV. n

picture number (b)

Figure 1.5: a) In occlusion areas it is unclear what the movement is. The motion estimator cannot
find a match for the balloon between image n-l and n. b) An abstract version of the balloon picture.
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New pictures are not always calculated for temporal position n -~. Figure 1.6 shows
at which temporal positions the interpolated images should be calculated. For the film 2:2
pull down the interpolated images are exactly in the middle (Figure 1.6b). However, to get
from 24Hz to 60Hz a factor of 2.5 is needed, so every image is 2/5 of the original frame
count away from each other (Figure 1.6c). Figure 1.6a is the original 24Hz sequence.

24Hz

n-2 n-1 n

(a)

picture number

48Hz

(b)

60Hz

n-2

n-2

n-1V. n-1 noV. n

n

picture number

(c)

picture number

Figure 1.6: The temporal positions for the different up-conversions. a) Original 24Hz film. b)
Up-converted to 48Hz. c) Up-converted to 60Hz.

1.2 Goal of this Study

At Philips Research, an algorithm has been developed which reduces the 'halo' artifacts
significantly. This algorithm is called 'puma/cobra'. No implementation constraints where
taken into account. The main goal of this study is to develop an up-converter algorithm
with significant reduction of halo artifacts. The puma/cobra algorithm from Research is
used as a starting point. The new algorithm should be designed for a TriMedia based
platform. A second goal is to provide feedback for improvements in the instruction set of
future TriMedia cores.

This report concentrates on the algorithm and implementation of the temporal up
converter. For the motion estimator a similar study has been done. The up-converter has
to run on one TM3270 core at 350MHz for SDI resolution.

lStandard Definition, 72Ox480at60Hz or 72Ox576at50Hz, interlaced
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1.3 Outline

The start point for this study is the so called 'puma/cobra' algorithm from Research.
The Research work is explained in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 the TriMedia platform is
briefly discussed. Chapter 4 presents the newly developed solution and the differences with
the Research solution. The chapter starts with explaining the used profiling techniques.
Measurements are done to profile the new up-converter both with respect to picture quality
and resources, the results of these measurements are presented in Chapter 5. Finally in
Chapter 6, the overall conclusions are drawn.

5



Chapter 2

Algorithmic Starting Point

2.1 Introduction

At Philips Research an algorithm has been developed which reduces the halo artifact sig
nificantly (see Reference [23]). The goal was to solve the halo problem without platform
constraints. This algorithm, known internally under the name puma/cobra, is the start
ing point of this study. The references [11] and [12] provide more information about halo
reduction.

In this chapter, the algorithm from Research will be explained. The algorithm consists
of two parts, the motion estimator (Puma) and the temporal up-converter (Cobra). As
this report focuses on temporal up-conversion, the motion estimator will only be briefly
described. Section 2.4 discusses the complexity of the puma/cobra algorithm.

2.2 Motion Estimator (Puma)

The motion estimator is based on the 3D recursive search block matching algorithm (see
Reference [5], [9] and [10]). Traditionally motion estimation for temporal up-conversion is
applied in between two images (at temporal position n - ~). For every block of 8x8 pixels
of image n - ~ a motion vector is estimated (See Figure 1.3). Because in occlusion areas
the image information is only available is one of the two reference pictures, the motion
estimator is unable to find the correct motion vector in the occlusion area. Figure 2.1
shows that at the interpolation position (n + a with -1 < a < 0) for the foreground and
most of the background a correct motion vector can be found, but in the occlusion area
the correct motion vector cannot be found because part of the background disappeared
behind the foreground object (covering), or part of the background appears from behind
the foreground object (uncovering).

When motion estimation is applied backwards from the current frame towards the pre
vious frame, there is no problem with covering as for all the blocks in the current frame a
matching block in the previous frame can be found (See Figure 2.2a). Uncovering, however,
is a problem. As for the uncovered area in Figure 2.2a a good match in the previous picture
cannot be found. On the other hand, when motion estimation is done forward from the
current frame towards the next frame, there is no problem with uncovering, but there is
with covering (see Figure 2.2b).

The Puma estimator uses both the forward (Df) and the backward (Db) estimation and

7



c
o
;:;
'iii
o
Q.

o background sample

• foreground sample

• occlusion

~ motion vector

n-1 n+a n picture number

Figure 2.1: In occlusion areas a good match cannot be found because the picture data is only
available in one of the two frames.

combines the two vector fields into an occlusion free vector field 153(£, n) at the position

of the current original picture (see Figure 2.3) with £ = (~) the spatial position and n

the picture number. The up-converter, however, usually interpolates at a different tempo
ral position. Therefore, the vector field needs to be 'shifted' to the desired interpolation
position, i.e. it needs to be re-timed. The up-converter uses the current and the previous
vector field to re-time the vector field to the interpolation position. Moreover, the cobra
up-converter also uses the previous forward and the current backwards estimates.

8



o background sample

• foreground sample

• occlusion

~ motion vector

N
::; cove~

~
~

~

c
o:e
~c.

l estimator referencel

N g
o 0
o
o covering

~
~~

~

co
E
~c.

n-1 n
picture number (a)

n n+1
picture number (b)

Figure 2.2: a) Backwards motion estimation has no problems in covering areas but has problems
in uncovered areas. b) Forward motion estimation has no problems in uncovering areas but has
problems in covered areas.

c
o:;:;
'iii
&.

n-1

covering

o background sample

• foreground sample

• occlusion

~ motion vector

n+1 picture number

Figure 2.3: Using only the correct parts of the forward and backward estimate, an occlusion free
vector field is created.
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2.3 Temporal Up-converter (Cobra)

Figure 2.4 shows a block diagram of the puma / cobra algorithm. The motion estimator
(puma) produces the motion vector fields for the up-converter. The temporal up-converter
consists of two main blocks:

1. Mask & vector field generation.

2. Pixel processing.

Figure 2.4: Block diagram of motion compensated up-conversion.

The second block, the pixel processing, uses two vector fields and three masks with
information about occlusion, text and consistency. In the first block, the two vector fields
are prepared and the masks are generated. An accurate vector field at the temporal po
sition is calculated by the re-timer. The second vector field is the average of the previous
forward (15f) and current backward (Db) estimation, this is the fall-back vector field (see
Equation 2.1. 'Average' is the vector average as defined in Appendix A.).

(2.1)

The occlusion mask indicates where in the image covering, and where uncovering occurs.
The consistency mask marks the inconsistent areas of the vector field. A vector field is
considered consistent iflarge areas have the same (or almost the same) motion vector. The
inconsistency increases with increasing vector differences of the current vector with the
surrounding vectors. The text mask marks the static regions in the image like subtitles.

The second block contains the pixel processing. The prior calculated vector fields and
masks are used to select the correct pixels and calculate the output pixel. Finally, the
'difficult' areas are blurred to hide possible artifacts.

2.3.1 Fte-tir.ner

For halo reduced up-conversion, an accurate vector field is needed at the temporal inter
polation position. The motion vectors are only estimated at the positions of the original
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images. The re-timer function takes the output of the motion estimator to calculate this
re-timed vector field. The starting point is the averaged vector DavgO, as calculated in
Equation 2.1. This vector is used to find a first vector (Dpl) in the previous 3 frame vector
field (I53 (n - 1) , Figure 2.5a). Now vector Dpl is used to find a second vector in the
previous vector field: Dp2 (Figure 2.5b). And Dp2 is used to find Dp3(Figure 2.5c). The
same is done in the current 3 frame vector field (D3(n)). With Davg as starting point 3
vectors are recursively found: Dcl , Dc2 and Dc3 (Figure 2.5abc). Figure 2.5 is an example
in an uncovering area. For covering the algorithm works similar. In a foreground object,
the majority of the 6 vectors is a foreground vector, and in an occlusion area or background
area the majority is a background vector. A 6-tap median is used to select the desired
vector for the re-timed vector field(Figure 2.5d). Equation 2.2 shows how the 6 vectors are
calculated. In Equation 2.3, Dr(b, n + a) is the re-timed vector at spatial block position b
and temporal position n + a.

n-1 n+a. n
picture number (a)

n-1 n+a. n
picture number (b)

n-1 n+a. n
picture number (c)

DC1

Dp1

DC2

Dp2

DC3

Dp3

~DIANG (d)

1--..1 background vector

foreground vector

re-timed vector

.?' motion vector

Figure 2.5: a,b,c) The re-timer selects 3 vectors from the previous vector field and 3 vectors from
the current vector field, d) and uses a 6-tap median to determine the re-timed vector.
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Block Erosion

Dpl = D3(b - (a + l)Davg (b, n + a), n - 1)

Dp2 = D3(b - (a + 1)Dp1 , n - 1)

Dp3 = D3(b - (a + 1)Dp2 ,n -1)

Del D3(b+ aDavg(b, n + a), n)

Dc2 = D3(b + aDell n)

Dc3 D3(b + aDe2 ,n) (2.2)

(2.3)

Motion vectors are assigned to blocks of 8x8 pixels. The re-timer reads and generates vector
fields with a block size of 4x4 pixels. Therefore, the vector fields have to be eroded to a
higher resolution to achieve a vector per 4x4 block before the re-timer function can start.
No pixel data is used for this operation, only the surrounding vectors.

The block erosion algorithm divides the block in 4 sub-blocks. Equation 2.4 represents
the calculation of the top-left block, with Dx(b, n + a) the x component of the vector at
spatial block position b, and temporal position n+a. Figure 2.6 visualizes which vectors are
used to calculate the vector of the sub-block. The calculation for the other blocks is similar.
Every sub block uses its two neighbors and the vector of the center block. The calculation of
the horizontal component of the vector is independent of the vertical component. 'Median'
is the independent median for both vector components (as defined in Appendix A).

D(b, n + a) ~ Medw.n (D(b - (~), n +a), 15(b- (~), n +a), 15(b, n +a) ) (24)

top(x,y)

left(x,y)

Figure 2.6: The median block erosion uses the surrounding blocks and the current block to calculate
the vector in the sub-block.

2.3.2 Occlusion Detector

In occlusion areas the motion estimator had the problem that the image information was
only available in one of the two pictures. The up-converter encounters the same problem

12



because a motion compensated average is not valid in an occlusion area. The only option
for the up-converter is to use the pixel data from one picture only!. Therefore the vector
cannot be locally tested by means of pixel comparisons from the two frames, which may
result in bad artifacts. The up-converter core needs to know where it is safe to do single
side up-conversion and from which frame (previous or current depending on covering or
uncovering). The purpose of the occlusion detector is to indicate the spatial positions of
covering and uncovering. The algorithm needs to be robust to prevent incorrect occlusion
qualifications.

The occlusion detector uses the re-timed vector (Dr) as starting point. The re-timed
vector is used to fetch a vector (Dp}) from the previous 3 frame vector field and from the
current 3 frame vector field (Del) (Figure 2.7a). These vectors are used to fetch another
two vectors from the previous and current 3 frame vector field (Dp2 and Dc2)(Figure 2.7b
and Equation 2.5).

Dp} = 153 ([; - (ex + l)Dr , n - 1)

DP2 153 ([; - (ex + l)Dp}, n - 1)

Del 153 ([; + exDr , n)
Dc2 = 153([;+ exDc}, n) (2.5)

D3(n-1) Dr D3(n) D3(n-1) Dr D3(n)

~ ~
c: c:
0 Dp1 ...... 0

~;:: ;::
'iii 'iii
0 ...... ~ ~

0 ......c.. c..

...... ~ DCl
~ DC2

...... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

n-1 n+a n n-1 n+a n
picture number (a) picture number (b)

Dp1 ~~D" G background vector

v)- A

II.... L" .... foreground vector

~<T ......Dp2 DC2 /' motion vector

(c)

Figure 2.7: a) The occlusion detector uses the re-timed vector to fetch two vectors. b) these vectors
are used to fetch two more vectors. c) the four vectors are compared to find out if it is covering or
uncovering.

1Assuming that a 2 frame up-converter is used.
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In an uncovering area Del and DC2 are both background vectors and therefore typically
the difference is smaller than the occlusion threshold. Dp1 is a foreground vector and Dp2

is a background vector so typically the difference is bigger than the occlusion threshold.
Some extra tests are added to make the decision more robust. Equation 2.6 gives the full
expression for uncovering, if this expression is true the block is considered uncovering area
(Toccl is the occlusion threshold). Figure 2.7c shows the 6 comparisons for uncovering. The
manhattan length is used to calculate the vector length.

uncovering = (11Dp1 - Dp2 11 > Toccl)

1\ (11Dp1 - Delli> Toccl)

1\ (IIDpl - Dc2Il > Toccl)

1\ (11Del - Dc211 ~ Toccl)

1\ (11Dp2 - Dc211 ~ Toccl )

1\ (11Dp2 - Dcd ~ Toccd

covering = (IiDel - Dc2 11 > Toccl)

1\ (11Del - Dp111 > Toccl)

1\ (11Del - Dp211 > Toccl)

1\ (11Dp1 - Dp2 11 ~ Toccl)

1\ (11Dc2 - Dp2 11 ~ Toccl )

1\ (IIDc2 - Dp111 ~ Toccl)

(2.6)

(2.7)

Covering is similar. If Equation 2.7 is true the block is considered covering area. It is
impossible that a block is qualified both covering and uncovering at the same time because
both expressions (Equation 2.6 and 2.7) are mutually exclusive.

2.3.3 Vector Field Inconsistency

The purpose of the vector field inconsistency meter is to detect areas of potential problems
as a result of single sided up-conversion. The current vector is considered consistent if the
neighboring vectors are very similar, or, if a straight edge in the vector field is detected.
Otherwise it is considered inconsistent. The vector field inconsistency meter analyzes the
re-timed vector field (this is a 4x4 block based vector field). The consistency, however, is
determined for every 8x8 block.

For every 4x4 block in the 8x8 block the vector is compared with its top and left
neighbor. If the difference exceeds a threshold, the inconsistency is increased for the 8x8
block. For every 4x4 block, the threshold is determined by the smallest of the vector and
its top and left neighbor. Figure 2.8 shows which vectors are compared, notice that the
vectors are on a 4x4 block grid and the inconsistency is determined on an 8x8 block grid.

2.3.4 Static Region Detector

A difficulty for temporal up-converters is static text or other overlays on a moving back
ground. In the static region the pixel core has to use the non-motion-compensated samples.

14



*4 pixels

18 pixels

vector difference

Figure 2.8: For every BxB block B vector differences determine the consistency.

If the current block is not static it is still possible that a motion-compensated sample orig
inates from a static region. This sample cannot be used as a motion-compensated sample
because it is unlikely that a sample from a static region moved to another position.

The static region detector is a function of the picture data and the vector fields from the
motion estimator and it generates a mask which marks the static regions within the current
picture. The static region detector is based on two metrics, 1) the proximity of a zero
vector in the vector field and, 2) the amount of high spatial frequencies in the picture. The
static region probability is calculated for every block of 8x8 pixels. For every pixel in this
block the horizontal and vertical high pass is calculated and summed (See Equation 2.8).
This is done for both the previous and the current picture. Equations 2.9 and 2.10 give the
horizontal and vertical filter coefficients. If none of the direct neighbors is a zero vector,
the mask is set to zero. To reduce decision noise in the mask, it is blurred (spatial FIR
filter) and the blurred mask is averaged with the previous mask (temporal IIR filter). The
drawback of the spatial filter is that it increases the halo's around static objects.

d~~ (~1 T~1)

C
ij

- (=~ ~ ~)ver -

-1 0 1

2.3.5 Pixel Processing

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

The main part of the up-converter is the pixel core. The information from the vector fields
and the different masks is used to fetch the correct pixels and calculate the output pixels.
L(x, n) is the luminance value at position x in frame n. The pixels are fetched from the
previous and current luminance frame: L(n-l) and L(n). Figure 2.9 shows how the output
pixel is calculated from the different input pixels.

First, both vectors are split to determine the location of the pixels in both original
pictures. The pixels are fetched and interpolated to get sub-pixel accuracy. The re-timed
vector results in two motion compensated pixels L rp and L rc (see Equations 2.14 and
2.13) and the averaged vector also results in two motion compensated pixels Lap and Lac

(calculated similar). Also the two non-motion compensated samples are fetched (Lnp and
L nc , Equation 2.15).
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A static region check is applied to the motion-compensated samples. If Lrp originates
from a static region, it is replaced by L rc and visa versa. If both samples originate from
a static region they are replaced by the corresponding non-motion-compensated samples.
The check is realized by inspecting the static region mask with the corresponding motion
vector. If the value exceeds a preset threshold, the pixel from this position is considered
static. And will be replaced.

Let S be the static region mask. S(X, n) indicates the likelihood that the pixel at
position x belongs to a static region from n - 1 to n.

Srp = S(x - (a + l)c4, n) (2.11)

(2.12)

is the likelihood that the motion compensated previous sample using d: originates from a
static region, and

is the likelihood that the motion compensated current sample using c4 originates from a
static region. A pixel that originates from a static region should not be used as a motion
compensated pixel. Using this information, Equation 2.13 and 2.14 define the motion
compensated samples from the re-timed vector CDr). Tstatic is a static region threshold. If
the threshold is exceeded, the pixel is considered to be part of a static region. The samples
from the averaged vector (Davg ) are calculated similar.

L(x + ac4, n)
L(x,n -1)
L(x - (a + l)c4, n - 1)

L(x - (a + l)c4, n - 1)
L(x,n)
L(x) + ac4, n)

,if((Srp > Tstatic) 1\ (Src < Tstatic))
,if((Srp > Tstatic) 1\ (Src > Tstatic))
,if(Srp < Tstatic)

,if((Src > Tstatic) 1\ (Srp < Tstatic))
,if((Src > Tstatic) 1\ (Srp > Tstatic))
,if(Src < Tstatic)

(2.13)

(2.14)

The non-motion compensated samples are:

Lnp L(x, n - 1)

Lnc = L(x,n) (2.15)

Error metrics are calculated from the two motion-compensated pixel pairs. The absolute
difference of the two motion compensated samples Er retrieved by motion vector Dr and
the absolute difference of the two motion compensated samples Eavg retrieved by motion
vector Davg are defined by:

Er = ILrp - Lrcl

Eavg = ILap - Lacl

(2.16)

(2.17)

Both motion-compensated samples from the previous picture (Lrp and Lap) are mixed
to obtain one motion-compensated previous sample, and the same is done for the motion
compensated current. The errors are used to calculate the mix factor (reciprocal mix) (see
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static mask

consistency
mask

occlusion
mask

Figure 2.9: Cobm pixel core: a) The first step is a mix of the four motion compensated samples.
b) In inconsistent areas this is overruled by the dynamic median. c) If occlusion has been detected,
a single sided upc is mixed in. d) If the current pixel is in a static region there is more bias to the
non-motion-compensated samples. d) The last stage is a local blur in the 'difficult' areas.

Equation 2.18). The two mixed motion compensated samples are averaged in case of a
consistent vector field. With an inconsistent vector field the dynamic median is calculated.
This is the (temporary) output Outb' See Equation 2.19 and Figure 2.9b.

L - L . E avg L ---,,--_E_r=-_
p - rp + ap'-=

Er +Eavg E r + Eavg

L - L . E avg L Er
c - rc + ac' -=---=--

Er + Eavg Er + Eavg
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(2.19)
{

Lp+Lc ., t 'T'
Out - -2- , 1,ncons1,S ency < .L incons

b - . Lnp+LncM edwn(Lp , L c , 2 ), elsewhere

In occlusion areas, the correct single sided sample is selected (Lrp or Lrc ) and mixed with
the output pixel (Outc in Equation 2.20 and Figure 2.9c). The mix factor occlmix is derived
from the occlusion mask. If the static region detector has marked the current block as static,
the output is a mix of the motion-compensated average and the non-motion-compensated
average, with a strong bias towards the non-motion-compensated average (Figure 2.9d).

Local Blur

Outb . (1 - occlmix) + Lrp . occlmix
Outb . (1 - occlmix) + Lrc . occlmix
Outb

,if covering
,if uncovering
, elsewhere

(2.20)

The local blur is a post processing step. The main goal is reduction of the visibility of the
artifacts introduced by the up-converter algorithm. On edges in the vector fields or in the
masks the local blur prevents blocking artifacts. On all those edges the output pixels are
spatially low pass filtered.

2.4 Complexity

According to Reference [2]' the complexity of the puma/cobra algorithm is approximately
210 GOPS from which 193 GOPS for the vector processing and up-conversion. With some
basic optimizations the complexity can easily be reduced by a factor of 10. The TriMedia
can execute up to 5 operations in parallel. At 350MHz it would still require approximately
19G/5 - 108 T 'M d' ,350M - . n e Ia s.
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Chapter 3

rn-iMedia Platform

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Context

Programmable platforms are used more and more for the implementation of video processing
algorithms. The advantages of programmable platforms are that the same design can be
used for a wide range of products, hence the time to market can be kept short and the
function can be altered or improved in a late stage, even after the production.

The TriMedia platforms are specially designed for media processing including video
processing. Currently there are several products on the market with a TM3260 processor
core. This CPU can run Natural Motion1 at standard definition (SD) video (See Reference
[3]). Earlier versions of Natural Motion where hardware based (e.g. falcon, References [4]
and [7])

Recently a new processor has been developed, the TM3270 (see Reference [22]). This
processor has been designed especially for video processing and is capable of doing Natural
Motion at High Definition (HD) resolution. The extra CPU performance can also be used
to improve the quality of the Natural Motion algorithms. Therefore the TM3270 platform
has been chosen for the realization of the Halo-Reduced Natural Motion.

3.1.2 History

The first TriMedia, the TM-1, is capable of doing MPEG1 and MPEG2 at SD resolution
and was developed around 1996 (see Reference [17]). This core and also its successors like
TMllOO where custom layout, until in 2001 the TM3260 core was built. The TM3260
was the first fully synthesizable TriMedia core based on a standard-cell logic library and
standard, single-ported SRAMs for the caches.

After the TM3260 three new processor cores where designed:

• TM5250, a high speed core.

• TM2270, similar performance as the TM3260 but for half the area.

• TM3270, the latest core (highest performance).

1Philips' commercial name for motion compensated de-interlacing and/or film judder removal and/or
50-+60Hz conversion.
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Table 3.1 compares the most important characteristics of the four most recent cores.

Clockspeed
Area
Instruction cache
L1 data cache
L2 data cache
Register file

TM3260
240Mhz
1l.4(cmos12)
64KB
16KB

128 registers

TM5250
445Mhz
20(cmos12)
64KB
16KB
128KB
128 registers

TM2270
235Mhz
5.5(cmos12)
32KB
16KB

96 registers

TM3270
350Mhz
8. 1(cmos090)
64KB
128KB

128 registers

Table 3.1: Comparison of some relevant characteristics of the four most recent TriMedia cores.

3.1.3 Outline

In this chapter the TriMedia architecture will be described briefly. Starting with the system
level and zooming in to the VLIW CPU and its cache architecture. Some examples of special
instructions for video processing are explained in Section 3.2.3.

3.2 Architecture

3.2.1 TriMedia System Architecture

The TriMedia CPU core is part of a larger SoC (System on Chip). Such an SoC can
contain multiple TriMedia cores, video co-processors like scalers, video and audio ro, etc.
An example of an SoC is given in Figure 3.1. All peripherals communicate via memory. The
'video input' block captures the video data and writes it into memory. The VLIW CPU
reads the data from memory, modifies it, and writes the video data back to main memory.
the 'video output' block reads the result of the processing from memory and renders the
output. For this study the exact SoC definition is not relevant. The next section will zoom
in on the TriMedia VLIW CPU.

3.2.2 CPU Core Architecture

The TriMedia is a VLIW processor with five issue slots, this means that every cycle five
operations can be performed in parallel. All operations are register based. The compiler
and scheduler analyze the code and determine which operations can be done simultaneously.
For every issue slot multiple functional units are available, this provides the scheduler with
freedom to schedule an operation. The advantage of compile-time scheduling is smaller
silicon area because the scheduler does not have to be on the chip. Moreover this results in
a better schedule because the scheduler is able to use a larger context and has knowledge
of the source code.

All the communication from and to memory passes through the data or instruction
cache. The data cache for a TM3270 is 128Kb in size and is 4 way set associative. This
means that for every set, 4 cache lines are available. The set address is derived from the
memory address, and an LRU (least recently used) algorithm determines which of the 4
cache lines is replaced. Getting data from the cache into the registers is done with a special
functional unit, the load unit. There is one load unit available to execute the various load
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internal
'._----

memory bus

Figure 3.1: An example of an System on Chip with a TriMedia VLIW CPU

operations. A normal load of up to 32 bit writes one register, a superJoad can load two
adjacent words of 32bit. Also a load combined with linear interpolation or sub-sampling is
possible. Two store units are available to copy data from the register file into the data cache.
If the CPU needs data that is not in the cache the data is requested from the memory and
the CPU stalls until the data is available. To prevent the CPU from stalling, the hardware
pre-fetch can be used to copy data from the main memory into the cache in the background.
Figure 3.2 shows a block diagram of a TriMedia CPU core. (See Reference [22])

memory bus ..

Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the TriMedia core.

In order to reduce jumps in a program, every operation can be guarded. The result
of the operation is only written back to the output register if the guard is true. Most
operations have two input registers, 1 output register and a guard register. The TM3270
has also two-slot operations. These functional units use two neighboring issue slots and
therefore up to four input registers and two output registers can be used. This enables the
architecture for a much wider range of instructions like median and mix operations.

The TriMedia operates on data words of 32 bit. Video and/or audio data are ofthen
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represented in 8 or 16 bits. This is why SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) operations
are implemented. In a SIMD operation four 8 bit or two 16 bit instructions are executed
in one operation. For instance the QUADAVG instruction calculates four independent
averages, every byte of the input register is averaged with the corresponding byte of the
other input register, and stored in the output register. These SIMD instructions can be
used for parallel processing which, therefore, boosts the CPU's performance. In order to
fully exploit these SIMD instructions, the algorithm should be designed accordingly, i.e.
operations on 2 or 4 pixels simultaneously.

3.2.3 Examples of Operations

The TM3270 has many operations suitable for video processing. Part of this study is to
adapt the algorithm towards the available operations. But this study also resulted in some
suggestions for new operations, the 'Scale & round' and the 'dual compare'. Some examples
of the special video operations are listed below. These operate on single 32bit, dual 16bit
or quad 8bit data. (For a complete list see Reference [15])

• Median: The 3 taps median takes the middle value of 3 inputs after ranking. This
instruction is used a lot in the pixel core but also for clipping vectors in a window.

• Mixer: The mixer instruction takes 4 input registers, the values of two registers
are mixed together taking the mix coefficients from the other two registers. This
instruction is very useful in the pixel core.

• Scale & round: This instruction scales the product of the two input values and
rounds symmetrical around zero. Separate operations exist for rounding to the nearest
integer towards and away from zero. This instruction is very useful for the vector
splitting function that will be described in Section 4.3.4.

• Dual compare: This instruction executes two independent comparisons of 16bit
values.

3.3 Restrictions And Opportunities

Like every platform, the TriMedia platform has restrictions and opportunities. Not all the
restrictions are due to the TriMedia platform. For example reducing the bandwidth helps in
every implementation to reduce the amount of resources needed. Pixel based decisions take
more resources on a TriMedia so its better to make the decisions on the highest possible
level (block based or even frame based).

Another problem is division by non-power of 2 values, there is only one floating point
division unit on the TriMedia and the latency and recovery time2 are relatively high (16,
17 cycles respectively, compared to 1-4 for most other instructions).

Although the TriMedia has many special operations for video processing, still not ev
erything is possible. The bottleneck is to get the data into the registers. Once it is there,

2The latency is the time it takes before the result is available, and the recovery time is the time it takes
before the operation can be used again. Therefore it is important to limit the use of non-power of two
divisions in the pixel loop.
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it is best to do as much as possible with it. Many processing steps with memory buffers in
between make an algorithm expensive for TriMedia.

Because the TriMedia is a programmable platform it is possible to adjust the algorithm
in a late stage of the production process. It is also possible to use the same hardware design
for a wide range of products. An even bigger opportunity is the fact that resources can be
used in different ways at run-time. The software can switch at run-time between different
flavors of an algorithm and select the best algorithm for the available resources at that
moment. With a good load prediction it is possible to switch over to a better algorithm if
that one fits in the expected load. This may not increase the worst case picture quality but
it increases the typical picture quality.
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Chapter 4

Reduced Halo Picture Rate
Up-converter for TriMedia

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned before, the goal of this study is to design a reduced halo temporal up-converter
algorithm which is targeted for the TM3270. The starting point for the algorithm is the
Cobra algorithm as explained in Chapter 2. The complexity of this algorithm prohibits a
direct mapping to a ThiMedia based platform. Approximately 10 TM3270 cores would be
needed. The many pixel based decisions, divisions, the 6-tap median, make it less attractive
for a ThiMedia architecture. The picture quality on the other hand should not suffer too
much from the required complexity reduction. This chapter concentrates on the temporal
up-converter. The motion estimator is considered outside the scope of this report.

The starting point was a ThiMedia friendly implementation of the first interpretation
of the cobra algorithm. With this first implementation the iterative optimization cycle as
described in Section 4.2 was started. The quality of this first implementation was not on pair
with cobra. More ideas from cobra, but also other ideas where used to improve the picture
quality and reduce the required resources. In Section 4.3 the algorithm of the proposed up
converter is explained. The differences of the proposed algorithm with cobra and the other
algorithmic choices will be supported by picture quality evaluations (Section 4.2.1). These
evaluations are evaluations on small changes, in Chapter 5 the complete system (new motion
estimator and new up-converter) is compared to other systems. The algorithm is targeted
towards a TM3270 implementation. Some highlights of the ThiMedia implementation are
discussed in Appendix B, including the instructions that ended up in the instruction set
partly as a result of this study. The ThiMedia platform also enables opportunities for load
balancing (efficient use of the available resources). The order of the description of the
algorithm follows roughly the process order of the different blocks.

Most of the algorithmic choices

4.2 Optimization Cycle

In order to guide the development of the reduced halo algorithm, both the picture quality
and cycle budgets have to be monitored. There is no silicon available containing the TM3270
to measure the real performance. Therefore, the cycle budgets are measured with a cycle
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accurate simulator. This simulator is generated with the RTL of the processor using the
Verilator tool [1]. The Verilator-simulator executes approx. 8000 cycles/sec on a 2 GHz
Pentium, which results in about lOmin for the up-conversion of a frame. This is not suitable
for the generation of many pictures for a picture quality evaluation. To solve this problem
the algorithm (written in ANSI C) can also be compiled for x86 platform. Therefore, it can
run on a regular pc with file 10 for the video data. This simulation is much faster because
it does not have to be cycle accurate.

Figure 4.1 shows the optimization cycle. The starting point is the algorithm written
in ANSI C. This C-file is optimized for the TriMedia CPU, compiled with the TriMedia
compiler and loaded into the verilator. The verilator analyze tool generates the cycle
numbers. This information can be used to adapt the source file either by hand-optimizing
the code or by changing/adapting the algorithm. If the algorithm is changed the picture
quality needs to be checked. Picture quality evaluation requires the processing of many
sequences. The speed of program execution is, therefore essential. To accommodate this,
the same source file is compiled for the x86 platform using a special library to replace the
TriMedia specific instructions. With this x86 executable a set of test sequences is processed.
The processed sequences are compared to previous results using both the objective and
subjective metrics described in the next section. The results of this comparison are then
used to further adapt and improve the algorithm.

Figure 4.1: Both the picture quality and cycle performance are measured with different simulation
techniques. The results of both measurements are used to improve the algorithm.

4.2.1 Picture Quality Evaluation

The picture quality evaluations are done both subjective by means of a visual comparison
and objective with the mean square error (MSE). For the visual evaluation the processed
sequences are displayed next to each other on an LCD l panel. For every change in the
algorithm the sequences are compared to the version before the change. The result of this
comparison is the main input for the decision to keep the change or to reject it. A test set
of approximately 20 test sequences is used (see Appendix C for the list).

Next to the visual evaluation also the MSE is calculated:

MSE = ~ I: (Foriginal(X) - Fprocessed(X))2
xEX

1An LCD panel is used because the algorithms are targeted for products with LCD panels.
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With N the total number of pixels in a frame, and X all the pixels positions in the frame.
The processed frames have to be compared with the corresponding original frame. This
is realized by dropping half of the original frames which results in a twice as fast input
sequence. In the next step the missing frames are interpolated with both versions of the
up-converter. The interpolated images are now compared to the dropped originals by
means of a MSE calculation2 . This process is visualized in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The
disadvantage of the MSE method is that it does not always correlate well with the perceptual
quality of an image. A high MSE does not always indicate a subjectively annoying result.
Nevertheless, the MSE's are useful as a tool to observe major problems, and the MSE
method is a commonly accepted and published method.
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n+1 +u picture number

Figure 4.2: a) The original sequence. b) Drop every other frame and use this as input for the
upconverter. c) Compare the interpolated images with the originals.

2Unfortunately this is only possible for film 2:2 pull down.
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Figure 4.3: The flow graph of the picture quality measurement using MSE.
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4.3 Temporal Up-converter Algorithm

Figure 4.4 shows how the up-converter is divided into separate blocks. The re-timer, occlu
sion detector and inconsistency meter are integrated in the vector processing. The vector
split function is integrated with the pixel processing. The pixel processing produces the
output frame. The other blocks generate a vector field or a mask. The pixel processing
uses these prior calculated vector fields and masks are used to select the correct pixels and
calculate the output pixel.

Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the new up-converter.

4.3.1 Fle-tinaer

The main problem of the re-timer described in Section 2.3.1 is that it uses a 6-tap median
which does not yield an attractive implementation. The proposed solution is much more
efficient, and yields a comparable quality.

Starting point is a vector field from a 3-frame estimator, D3(X, n). This 3-frame motion
vector field is estimated between luminance frames F(x, n-1), F(x, n) and F(x, n+1). The
re-timer uses two vector fields from the 3-frame motion estimator: D3(n) and D3(n - 1).
The re-timed vector field needs to be calculated for n + a (-1 < a < 0).

Re-timing a vector field is very similar to interpolating a picture. The basic concept is
that for every re-timed vector, 3 candidate pairs are evaluated. The first pair are the non
motion compensated vectors fetched from the previous and current vector field (Figure 4.5a
and Equation 4.2). The other two pairs are the result of motion compensated fetches in the
two vector fields using the two vectors from the first pair (Figure 4.5b and c and Equation 4.3
and 4.4). A motion compensated fetch means that a vector is read from a position in the
vector field determined by a motion vector.

D3 (x, n - 1)

D3 (x,n)

Dpl D3(x - (a + l)Dpo, n - 1)

Del D3(X - aDpo ,n)

Dp2 = D3 (X - (a + l)DcO, n - 1)

Dc2 = D3(X - aDeo ,n)
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From these candidate vector pairs, the pair with the smallest vector difference is selected.
The error criterion is defined by:

V k E {D, 1, 2} (4.5)

The re-timed vector is the average of the two vectors of the pair with the lowest error:

{kldifk ~ difi ViE {D, 1, 2}} (4.6)

The advantage of the average is that it also behaves as a low pass filter and therefore it
increases the consistency and smoothness of the re-timed vector field.

---.. DCl
C C
0

Dpo ---.. Dco
0;:; E·iii l/)

0 ---.. 0 Dp1a- a-

---..
---.. ---.. ---.. ---..

n-1 n+a. n n-1 n+a. n
picture number (a) picture number (b)

Dpz G background vector
c

II0
;:; foreground vector·iii
0 Deza-

re-timed vector

---.. ---.. /' motion vector

n-1 n+a. n
picture number (c)

Figure 4.5: The re-timer selects 3 pairs of vectors. a) The first pair is the non-motion compensated
pair. b) The second pair is fetched with the vector from the previous vector field from the first pair.
c) To get the third pair, the current vector from the first pair is used. The pair with the smallest
difference determines the re-timed vector.

Block Erosion

The block erosion algorithm is the same as in cobra, but the processing order of block erosion
and re-timing is different. In cobra the vector fields are eroded before the re-timer, and
therefore the re-timer operates for every block of 4x4 pixels. In the proposed up-converter
the block erosion is done after the re-timer. So first, the vector field is re-timed based on
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blocks of 8x8 pixels, then the re-timed vector field is eroded to 4x4 pixels per block. This
reduces the complexity in the re-timer by a factor of 4. If no temporal position is given in
the equation, the temporal position is n + a.

Picture Quality

Visual evaluation of the new re-timer with block erosion after the re-timer compared to the
old re-timer with block erosion before the re-timer revealed no disadvantages of the new
re-timer. The MSE measurements show only a very small difference. Table 4.1 compares
the old and new re-timer, both with block erosion before the re-timer. The last column is
the relative difference. A negative number here means that the new re-timer is better.

sequence old re-timer new re-timer relative dif.
bicycle_50f22 71.02 69.57 -2.04%
bodyguard_50f22 85.56 84.60 -1.13%
chopland_50f22 49.63 49.55 -0.17%
ryan_50f22 135.00 135.85 0.63%
wheelchair_50f22 11.34 11.32 -0.17%
marsattacks_50f22 98.58 98.87 0.29%
bond2_50f22 112.32 112.00 -0.28%
girLgate_50f22 55.96 56.25 0.52%
girLsquares_50f22 87.00 86.80 -0.24%
girIfence_50f22 103.74 101.50 -2.16%
house_50f22 24.01 23.94 -0.31%
phantomj_50f22 19.34 18.74 -3.08%
pan_car_50f22 7.43 7.42 -0.12%
walking_box_50f22 98.94 98.74 -0.19%
walking_girL50f22 89.71 88.85 -0.96%
walking...man_50f22 107.44 107.72 0.26%
average 72.31 71.98 -0.57%

Table 4.1: Mean square error of the old and the new re-timer and the relative difference.

Table 4.2 shows the effect of the position of the block erosion. Both column's are
calculated with the new re-timer, the first number is with block erosion before the re-timer,
the second number is with block erosion after the re-timer. Third number is the relative
difference. A negative number means that block erosion after the re-timer is better.

Because there is no visual difference, and no significant3 difference in the mean square
errors the most efficient solution is preferred Le. the new re-timer with block erosion after
the re-timer.

4.3.2 Occlusion Detector

The occlusion detector is similar to the one in Cobra (see Section 2.3.2). There are different
ways to compare the vector differences with the threshold. One way is calculating the

3To get a feeling about significance, turning on and of the occlusion mask results in differences 10 times
bigger.
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sequence BE -t re-timer re-timer -t BE relative dif.
bicycle_50f22 69.57 70.00 0.61%
bodyguard_50f22 84.60 84.90 0.36%
chopland_50f22 49.55 49.31 -0.48%
ryan_50f22 135.85 136.22 0.28%
wheelchair_50f22 11.32 11.22 -0.87%
marsattacks_50f22 98.87 99.14 0.27%
bond2_50f22 112.00 112.18 0.16%
girLgate_50f22 56.25 55.90 -0.61%
girLsquares_50f22 86.80 87.14 0.39%
girlfence_50f22 101.50 100.78 -0.71%
house_50f22 23.94 23.99 0.21%
phantom__L50f22 18.74 18.86 0.62%
pan_caL50f22 7.42 7.59 2.34%
walking_box_50f22 98.74 98.91 0.17%
walking_girL50f22 88.85 88.86 0.01%
walkingJllan_50f22 107.72 107.57 -0.13%
average 71.98 72.04 0.002%

Table 4.2: Mean square error of the order of block erosion (BE) and the new re-timer and the
relative difference.

absolute difference of the x component and the absolute difference of the y component and
compare the sum with the occlusion threshold (Toccd:

ID~ - Dbl + ID~ - D~I > Tocd (4.7)

Another way is to calculate both the absolute difference of the x component and the y
component and compare them separately with the occlusion threshold:

(4.8)

It is also possible to compare the real vector length with the threshold, but this requires
more compute resources:

(4.9)

Comparing the first two options showed that there are hardly any visual differences, and
also the MSE measurements show that the difference is very small and not significant.
Table 4.3 shows the MSEs of the first two ways of comparing the vector difference with
the threshold. The third column shows the relative difference. Compare this to the effect
of not using the occlusion mask (Table 4.4). As there is no significant difference, the least
complex solution is selected, which is Equation 4.7. The complete covering and uncovering
conditions are shown in Equation 4.10 and 4.11. All these comparisons are needed to avoid
incorrect occlusion classifications caused by inconsistent vector fields.
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covering = ((ID~l - D~21 + ID~l - D~21) > Toccd

1\ ((ID~l - D;ll + ID~l - D~ll) > ToccI)

1\ ((ID~l - D;21 + ID~l - D~21) > Toccl)

1\ ((ID;l - D;21 + ID~l - D~21) ::; Toccl)

1\ ((ID~2 - D;21 + ID~2 - D~21) ::; Toecl)

1\ ((ID~2 - D;ll + ID~2 - D~ll) ::; Toccl)

uncovering = ((ID;l - D;21 + ID~l - D~21) > Toccl)

1\ ((ID;l - D~ll + ID~l - D~ll) > Toccl)

1\ ((ID;l - D~21 + ID~l - D~21) > Toccl)

1\ ((ID~l - D~I + ID~l - D~21) ::; Toccl)

1\ ((ID;2 - D;21 + ID~2 - D~21) ::; ToccI)

1\ ((ID;2 - D~ll + ID~2 - D~ll) ::; Tocci)

(4.10)

(4.11)

sequence
bicycle_50f22
bodyguard_50f22
chopland_50f22
ryan_50f22
wheelchair_50f22
naarsattacks_50f22
bond2_50f22
girLgate_50f22
girLsquares_50f22
girlfence_50f22
house_50f22
phantona.-L50f22
pan_car_50f22
walking_box_50f22
walking_girL50f22
walking...man_50f22
average

using Equation 4.8
71.40
78.34
45.07

135.90
10.68

100.32
101.06
53.90
76.20

104.15
23.69
17.70
7.42

95.35
87.54

101.69
69.40

using Equation 4.7
71.44
78.73
45.06

136.54
10.68

100.32
101.16
53.90
76.07

104.67
23.70
17.83
7.41

95.57
87.97

101.98
69.56

relative dif.
0.06%
0.49%

-0.01%
0.47%
0.03%

-0.00%
0.10%
0.00%

-0.17%
0.50%
0.01%
0.72%

-0.05%
0.23%
0.48%
0.28%
0.20%

Table 4.3: Mean square error of the different occlusion conditions.

Once the occlusion detector has decided which blocks are in occlusion areas, the oc
clusion naask is low-pass filtered in order snaoothen the transitions frona occlusion areas
to non-occlusion areas. These filtered values are used to control a naixer within the pixel
processing. The used filter coefficients (see Equation 4.12) add up to 32 which naakes the
inaplenaentation nauch easier because the division can be replaced by a shift. This did not
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sequence
bicycle_50f22
bodyguard_50f22
chopland_50f22
ryan_50f22
wheelchair_50f22
marsattacks_50f22
bond2_50f22
girLgate_50f22
girLsquares_50f22
girlfence_50f22
house_50f22
phantomj_50f22
pan_car_50f22
walking_box_50f22
walking_girL50f22
walking_man_50f22
average

with occlusion mask
71.40
78.34
45.07

135.90
10.68

100.32
101.06
53.90
76.20

104.15
23.69
17.70
7.42

95.35
87.54

101.69
69.40

no occlusion mask
71.56
80.72
45.62

142.31
11.18

100.76
105.71
54.14
77.91

110.56
·23.42
20.89

7.39
99.40
91.61

107.07
71.89

relative dif.
0.22%
3.04%
1.23%
4.71%
4.67%
0.44%
4.61%
0.45%
2.25%
6.16%

-1.14%
18.02%
-0.30%
4.25%
4.64%
5.29%
3.66%

Table 4.4: Mean square error with and without occlusion mask.

affect the picture quality compared to the filter used in cobra (see Equation 4.13).

Ie 4 nHblur = - 4 4
32 3 4

Ie 1

DHblur = 9 ~ 1
1

4.3.3 Vector Field Inconsistency

(4.12)

(4.13)

Incorrect motion vectors can cause annoying artifacts in the up-converted pictures. This
could trigger the use of the motion compensated average in the cobra up-converter where
the dynamic median would have solved the problem. Analysis showed that the aperture
of the inconsistency meter was too small. An alternative inconsistency metric from condor
(see Reference [19]) provides a larger aperture. The aperture of this inconsistency meter
is shown in Figure 4.6. The maximum of the vector differences is scaled and clipped to a
value useful for the pixel core:

(4.14)

{

0
incons = 8

(MaxDif - Tincons)/2

,MaxDif < Tincons
,(MaxDif - Tincons) > 16
, otherwise

(4.15)

In Equation 4.14, V is the group of surrounding vectors as shown in Figure 4.6 and Drs (b) is
the re-timed vector before block erosion at block position b. The re-timed vector field before
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block erosion is used in order to get a large enough aperture. Tincons is the inconsistency
threshold.

'---+----,>I'--'I~_+--.J18pixels

vector difference

Figure 4.6: The arrows show the vector differences used to calculate the inconsistency.

4.3.4 Vector Splitting

The vector splitter calculates the relative location of the pixels to be fetched from both
images. The vector does not always point exactly at a pixel. Between the pixels sub
pixels can be defined, for instance quarter pixels. These quarter pixels can be obtained by
bilinear interpolation. After the split, the vector has to be quantized either to the pixel
grid or to the quarter pixel grid. Of course the quantization error of the quarter pixel is
much smaller, but quantization to the integer grid reduces the complexity. The effect ofthe
quantization error can be translated in a spatial error in the position of the interpolated
sample in the up-converted frame and in an error in the vector length of the total vector
after quantization. These errors depend on the splitting and quantization method. First
the splitting function will be explained with its errors. After that the effect of these errors
on both film 2:2 pull down material and film 3:2 pull down material will be shown.

Vector Splitting Function

Visual evaluation showed that the spatial error is better visible than an error in the vector
length. A spatial error produces spatial inconsistencies in lines, an error in vector length
degrades the sharpness locally. Therefore the proposed splitter minimizes the spatial error.
The vector splitting function splits the motion vector into two vectors, one pointing into
the previous image (vp ) and one pointing into the current image (vc ). Ideally these vectors
would be:

-(a+1)d
-ad

(4.16)

with dthe motion vector from previous to current and a the temporal position. The vectors
have to be quantized. To minimize the spatial error the quantization error of one vector
has to be compensated in the other vector.

Round(vp )

Round(vc)

The RoundO function rounds to the nearest integer towards zero:

Round(v) = ( Round(vx ) )
Round(vy)
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Round(v) = { rv - ~l
lv + zJ

,v 2 0
,v < 0

(4.19)

This is illustrated in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that the position of the interpolated
pixel did not change. The direction of the rounding errors is opposite on both frames. The
dashed line is the original vector, the solid line shows the rounded vector. Equation 4.20
gives the spatial error (Es ()) as a function of the input vector (v) and the temporal position
(-1 < a < 0) and Equation 4.21 gives the error in the vector length (El())'

0
0

......~
0.............. .... 0

o 0

c:
.2

I

o

o

o

o

o

o

o pixel

...:., original vector

~ rounded vector

n-1 n+ll n picture number

Figure 4.7: After splitting the vector, it has to be quantized. In this example the vector is quantized
to the integer grid.

Es(d, a) = (Round(a d) - Round((a + 1) d)) (a + 1) - Round((a + 1) J;

El(d, a) = J- (Round((a + 1) d) - Round(a J;)

Film 2:2 Pull Down

(4.20)

(4.21 )

For the up-conversion of film 2:2 pull down material, only interpolations at a = -~ are
needed. From Equation 4.20 it is clear that the spatial error for this splitter is zero when
the new image is exactly in the middle of the two existing images (a = - ~). Only the
vector length is affected by the quantization. Extensive visual evaluations show that even
with quantization to integer pixels this error remains small enough, e.g. Figure 4.8 shows
that there is hardly any visible difference between quarter pixel quantization (right) and
integer pixel (left) quantization.

Film 3:2 Pull Down

For temporal positions other than a = - ~ the spatial error is not zero anymore. The error
depends on the vector length. In case of rotations or zooms the vector changes gradually
which causes small discontinuities in the spatial error, as illustrated in Figure 4.9a. With
quarter pixel interpolation there is also a spatial error due to quantization, but this error
is much smaller and therefore less visible (see Figure 4.9c). Figure 4.10 shows the spatial
error with integer quantization, with one side sub-pixel quantization and with both sides
sub-pixel quantization (see resp. Equation 4.17, 4.22 and 4.23).
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Figure 4.8: Snapshot of an interpolated image from the sequence bicycle. a) Integer pixel quanti
zation. b) Sub-pixel quantization.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.9: Snapshot of an interpolated image from the sequence bicycle at temporal position
a = -~. a) Integer pixel quantization. b) One side sub-pixel quantization. c) Both sides sup-pixel
quantization.

{Round(4vp ) j 4 1

V' = ,0:< -1.
p Round(vp ) ,o:~ -2"

de { Round(ve ) 0: <_!
(4.22), r

Round(4ve )j4 ,o:~ -2"

d Round(4vp )j4
(4.23)p

de = Round(4vc ) j 4
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Figure 4.10: Spatial errors as a function of the vector for the different splitters at temporal position
_ 2

0' - -5'

Visual evaluation showed that single side sub-pixel increased the picture quality signifi
cant compared to integer pixel on both sides. It has also shown that the difference between
single side and double side sub-pixel is very small (Compare Figure 4.9b and 4.9c). A good
quality-complexity trade-off was found by using single side sub-pixel quantization (see Fig
ure 4.9b and Equation 4.22). In order to get the smallest error for single sided sub-pixel
interpolation, the sub-pixels should be interpolated in the frame closest to the interpolated
frame. The quantization error is maximum half a pixel on the side of the quantization. this
error is projected to the interpolation position. The longer the error on the sub-pixel side,
the bigger this projection.

It is possible to modify the splitter such that the spatial error will be zero for more
temporal positions but this increases the error in vector length and visual evaluations showed
that this has a strong negative effect on the picture quality. Depending on the picture
content, blurring or ghosting occurs.

Conclusion

For film 2:2 pull down integer quantization of the vectors results in good quality. For film
3:2 pull down however, the quality of the integer quantization is not good enough. A better
compromise between picture quality and complexity is found in the single side sub-pixel
splitter.

4.3.5 Static Region Detector

The main goal of the static region detector is to protect subtitles and other non-moving
text-like areas like text overlays. The main problems with the cobra static region detector
(Section 2.3.4) are that it relies too much on the motion estimator and that moving text on
a static background is miss-qualified as static around the edges. The proposed algorithm
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does not have these problems and is based on the assumption that the static regions contain
sharp edges that do not move from frame to frame i.e. it remains static for several frames.

The proposed static region detector determines for every block of 4x4 pixels the proba
bility that the block is static. Both in the previous and in the current frame the edges are
marked. If the majority of the edges in the current frame matches the edges in the previous
frame the block is considered static. Two edges match if the location and direction are
equal. If no edges are found the block is not static.

Secondly two filters are applied to remove decision noise and some miss-qualified blocks
from the static region mask. First holes in the mask are filed using spatial information.
This filter qualifies a block as static if three out of four direct neighbors are static.

The second filter is a temporal first order IIR filter to improve temporal consistency and
remove noise. By definition a block is static for multiple frames. The drawback is that this
IIR filter reacts slowly, i.e. it can not quickly adapt to changing conditions. To alleviate
this problem, motion information from the vector field is used to adapt the filter coefficient.
If the motion vector is the zero vector a faster filter is used.

Figure 4.11 shows the main steps of the static region detector. To find the edges, the
first derivative of the pixel data is compared against a threshold. Equation 4.24 calculates
the horizontal edge for position x. The calculation of the vertical edge is similar. The
classification per pixel is in 3 possible values for every pixel: no edge, rising edge or falling
edge. The edge-mask of the previous and current frame are compared and the matching
edges are counted.

Figure 4.11: Block diagram of the static region detector. The position of edges in previous and
current frame are compared for every block of 4 by 4 pixels. The resulting mask is filtered to reduce
the amount of miss-qualified blocks.
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falling ,L (it) - L (it + G)) > T edge

rising , L (it) - L (it + G)) < Tedge

no edge , otherwise

(4.24)

Results And Conclusion

Figure 4.12 shows the difference with the cobra and the proposed static region detector. A
visual assessment of at least 20 sequences proved that the new algorithm gives a significant
overall improvement. The hit-rate has increased significantly, while the misclassification has
been improved as well. As a result, the mask is also much more accurately bounded to the
object boundaries which reduces the halo around subtitles as can be seen in Figure 4.13.
The largest improvement comes from the fact that the proposed static region detector
compares pixel date from both frames, and does not rely too much on the motion vector
field. The vector field is still used, but only to adjust the filter settings. The drawback of
this method is that problems may occur with periodic structures. If the periodic structure
moves the speed of its periodicity, it will be classified as a static region. This could be
solved by using more information from the vector field, which of course is risky if the vector
field is not reliable.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: Result of the new static region detector on the sequence porsche. The static region
mask is visualized in the color. a) Old static region detector. b) New static region detector.

4.3.6 Pixel Processing

The pixel processing uses the information from the motion vector fields and the different
masks to generate the output frame out of the current and previous frame. One of the
opportunities of a programmable device is that the same resources can be used for different
algorithms. As can be seen in Figure 4.14, there are five different processing blocks defined
for the pixel processing. Based on the information from the different masks, the core
selector decides for every block of 4x4 pixels which processing block is going to be used.
See Table 4.5 for the decision matrix. The conditions for the cores are mutually exclusive
and there is always one true. The main idea behind the core selector is that even the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Result of the new static region detector on the sequence bodyguard. a) Old static
region detector. b) New static region detector. Note that the halo around the text is much smaller.

worst case block requires less resources than one block that integrates all the processing
blocks (compare the different blocks in this section with Figure 2.9). Besides that it is very
unlikely that a complex block like occlusion processing is needed for 100% of the frame.
This is discussed in more detail in Appendix B Section B.4.

Figure 4.14: The best pixel processing core is selected based on the values in the different masks.

static mask occlusion mask consistency mask
consistent $ Tstatic =0 =0
inconsistent $ Tstatic =0 >0
occlusion $ Tstatic =F 0 x
text > Tstatic x x
border = border x x

Table 4.5: Pixel core processing selection.

Every processing block uses the vector splitter as described in Section 4.3.4. In the
consistent, static and border areas only one motion vector (the re-timed vector) is used. In
the inconsistent areas and the occlusion areas, two motion vectors (the re-timed and the
averaged vector) are used. The cobra up-converter uses a reciprocal mix to mix the samples
retrieved with both vectors (see Equation 2.18). The main problem with the reciprocal mix
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is that a division is needed for every pixel. This is a burden on the CPU budget. Moreover
it does not reflect the desired behavior. For small errors, the division, Le. mix factor
becomes noisy. Therefore another error based mixer is proposed. Equation 4.28 shows
how the motion compensated samples are calculated. The motion compensated previous
sample (Lp ) is a mix between the motion compensated previous samples from both motion
vectors. And the same is done for the current motion compensated sample (Lc). The mix
is controlled by the difference between the errors. Equation 4.27 calculates the mix factor.
Emax is the maximum possible error and is used to normalize the mixer. For 8 bit video
data, Emax = 28 .

Er = ILrp - Lrcl

Eavg = ILap - Lacl

. Emax + Er - Eavg
mzx = ---=------'-"'

2Emax

Lp = Lrp · (1 - mix) + Lap· mix

Lc = Lrc · (1 - mix) + Lac· mix

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

Experimental visual evaluation showed that the impact of this change on the picture
quality is very small. On most sequences there was no visible difference, or no preference.
On some sequences the new mixer improved the quality a little bit. The impact on the
performance is significant. Instead of a division, a substraction is used for the calculation
of the mix factor.

The following describes the various pixel processing cores:

Consistent Vector Field

In areas where the vector field is very consistent there is no need for all the protection
algorithms. In fact the protection algorithms can do more harm than good. Only the
motion compensated average is therefore calculated (see Figure 4.15). A static region check
is still required though. If the motion-compensated pixels originate from a static region,
pixels will not be used for the motion-compensated average4 • This is similar to the static
region check described in Section 2.3.5. See Equations 2.13 and 2.14 for the calculation of
Lrc and Lrp . As such, the output of a consistent block is defined by:

L(- ) Lrc + Lrp
x,n+a = 2 (4.29)

Inconsistent, No Occlusion

Instead of the switch used in cobra (see Figure 2.9b) the new up-converter core uses a fader
which makes the transition from consistent to inconsistent more smooth. In the inconsistent
areas without occlusion the output is a mix between the dynamic median and the motion

4This static region check is applied to all motion-compensated fetches.
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static mask

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

Figure 4.15: If the vector field is consistent and the current block is not static, only the motion
compensated average is calculated.

compensated average. The dynamic median operates as protection. If the two motion
compensated samples in the dynamic median differ significantly it is very likely that the
non-motion compensated average will come through. This is what happens in occlusion
areas, or areas with incorrect motion vectors.

The mix value is controlled by the output of the consistency meter (Equation 4.15).
Figure 4.16 shows the block diagram of the pixel processing in inconsistent areas. Equa
tion 4.31 gives the output in case of inconsistent vector field and no occlusion. incons is
calculated in Equation 4.15.

. ( Lnp + Lnc)dm = M edwn L p , L c , 2

L(
- ) d incons Lc + Lp 8 - incons
x,n+a = m· --8- + 2 . --8--

Occlusion

In occlusion areas the picture data is only available in one of the two reference frames.
Depending on covering or uncovering the motion compensated sample from the previous
or the current frame is selected. Again, to get a smooth transition and to avoid blocking
artifacts a mixer is used to fade in the occlusion samples in the areas marked by the occlusion
mask. Figure 4.17 shows the block diagram of the pixel core for occlusion. The output on
occlusion areas is defined by:

L(.... ) _ { dm· (1 - occlmix) + L rp ' occlmix ,if covering
x, n + a - d (1 cl') L l"f .m . - DC mzx + rc' occ mzx , z uncovenng

The mix factor Dcclmix is derived from the filtered occlusion mask. The occlusion mask
also stores the information about covering and uncovering. (see Section 4.3.2.)

Static Region

If the current block is considered static, there is a strong bias towards the non-motion
compensated samples. If the static region detector would be 100% reliable, the non-motion
compensated average is the best output. In order to create robustness for misclassified static
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static mask

consistency
mask

Figure 4.16: If the re-timed vector field is inconsistent but there is no occlusion a mix of the motion
compensated average and the dynamic median is the output.

static mask

occlusion
mask

Figure 4.17: If there is occlusion according to the occlusion mask the output of the dynamic median
is mixed with the correct occlusion sample to get the output.
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region blocks, the output is a mix of the non-motion compensated average and the dynamic
median. The mix factor is based on the error between the two non-motion compensated
samples. The error is subtracted from a constant to get the mix factor in a useful range:

. c - ILnp - Lnclmzx = ----''---'-------'-
Emax

(4.33)

If this error is high, the mix is biased to the dynamic median. If the motion-compensated
samples also differ a lot, it is very likely that the dynamic median will produce the non
motion compensated average. Figure 4.18 shows the block diagram of the processing block
for static regions and The output sample is defined by:

(_ ) . ( Lnp + Lnc) . Lnc + Lnp ( . )L x, n + a = M edzan Lrp , Lrc , 2 . mzx + 2 . 1 - mzx (4.34)

static mask

Figure 4.18: If the current block is considered static, an error mix between the non-motion com
pensated and the motion-compensated samples provides the output.

Border Processing

The picture does not always fill the complete frame. The part of the frame that does not
belong the the picture is the border and is usually black (black bars and side bars). The
borders are considered a special case of a static region. Pixels from the border cannot be
used elsewhere in the picture. Information about the borders is provided by the control
software outside ofthe up-converter. This information is not always exact and reliable, often
there is no exact border because of a fade in of the signal. A border is usually static, and
therefore it is best to use the non-motion compensated samples. As the border detection is
not always reliable, often a part of the image is within the border. If only the non-motion
compensated average is used, a moving image gets blurred in the border. To reduce this
artifact also one of the motion-compensated samples is used. The one that is the most in
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the image is selected for this purpose. The median of these three samples will be the output
in the border:

L(x, n + a) = Median (Lmc , Lnp , Lnc ) (4.35)

If the non-motion compensated samples differ significantly, it is likely that something is
moving in the border. In this case it is likely that the motion-compensated sample is
selected by the median. Figure 4.19 shows the block diagram of the border processing.

Figure 4.19: In the borders (black bars and side bars) the static median is used to calculate the
output sample.

Local Blur

The main reason to add local blur in risky areas like occlusion is to smoothen the artifacts.
In an early stage of the development of the algorithm the local blur can have a significant
positive impact. But as the rest of the algorithm improves, the effect of the local blur
decreases. Besides that, the implementation on the TM3270 is not attractive. Visual
evaluation of many sequences processed with the latest version of the algorithm showed
that on most sequences there was no visible difference or no preference. On some sequences
there was a very small preference for the version with the local blur. On other sequences
the use of the local blur had the drawback of a significant loss in sharpness. Therefore the
local blur is not used in the proposed up-converter.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

5.1 Introduction

The goal of this study is to develop a reduced halo temporal up-converter that fits on one
TM3270 at 350MHz. The picture quality has to be significant better than the current
solution on the market (Jaguar + Spider1 [3]) and close to the the Research version of the
reduced halo algorithm. A cycle accurate simulator is used to verify the performance of
the proposed algorithm on the TM3270. Section 5.2 will describe this test and its results.
To determine the picture quality, two techniques are used: the Mean Square Error (MSE)
and a subjective evaluation. The subjective evaluation is much more time consuming, but
can also be much more accurate and reliable (only if setup correctly). An objective metric
like the MSE can be easily calculated but the MSE does not always correlate well with the
perceived quality. Section 5.3 shows the results of the MSE measurement, the test setup
has already been explained in Section 4.2.1. Section 5.4 discusses the test protocol and the
test results of the subjective evaluation. The complete system of motion estimation and
up-conversion has been tested. It would be better if only the effect of the up-converter was
tested, but for the project it was more important to evaluate the complete system.

5.2 Performance

5.2.1 Measurement Setup

As the TM3270 is not yet available as physical device, the performance measurements are
done with a cycle accurate simulator tool, called verilator. However, this simulator is slow,
it is therefore not practical to simulate multiple sequences or even one sequence with the
use of verilator. In practice only one frame is simulated. To get a realistic measurement
and minimize run in effects, a frame in the middle of a sequence is simulated. To do this the
code is first compiled for x86 and executed. After a couple of frames, the state is frozen and
all the masks, vector fields and reference frames are saved. This data is now used as input
for the TriMedia executable running on the verilator (see Figure 5.1). All measurements are
done with a fixed memory latency of 50 CPU clock cycles2 . With real silicon the memory

13D recursive search block matching motion estimator and cascaded median up-converter.
2This is done with the command line option -m 50 -cl:l
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latency is not fixed but depends on the load on the memory bus. The used memory latency
is higher than expected in order to build in a margin for unforseen behavior.

Figure 5.1: First the sequence is simulated with a fast functional correct, non-cycle accumte, x86
executable, after a couple of frames a 'snapshot' is created. This snapshot is the input for the slow,
cycle accumte simulation.

The up-converter is divided ip.to 3 blocks:

• Vector processing contains re-timing, block erosion, occlusion detection and incon
sistency measurement.

• Static region detector generates the static region mask.

• Pixel processing contains all the different pixel processing cores and the core selec
tor.

The performance of the vector processing and the static region detector hardly depends
on the image content. The performance of the pixel processing however depends heavily
on the image content. The main reason for the load variations is the fact that for every
block of 4x4 pixels five different processing options can be used. These core processing
options differ in resource demands. It depends on the picture content how the different
core processing options are distributed. The influence of the motion vector field on the
performance is negligible because the complete search range fits in the data cache and most
of the data is pre-fetched.

Table 5.1 shows the results of the performance measurements of the vector processing
and the static region detector. The first row is the number of instruction cycles per frame
of 720x576 pixels. If the CPU needs data that is not in the cache, the CPU stalls until
the data is available. The second row is the number of stall cycles for both data cache
and instruction cache. Because of the hardware pre-fetching of the TM3270 this number is
small. The third row is the total cycles per frame and the fourth row are the Mcycles per
second, based on 50Hz. The vector processing and static region detector together consume
only 1/3 of the available CPU recourses. This is a good result because a lot of preparation
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for the pixel processing is done and there is still 2/3 of the CPU resources available for the
pixel processing.

instruction cycles per frame
stall cycles per frame
total cycles per frame
total cycles per second

vector processing
970k

30k
1,000k

50Mc/s

static region detector
1,278k

44k
1,322k

66Mc/s

Table 5.1: Performance measurement of vector processing and static region detector.

5.2.2 Worst Case Cycle Measurement

For the pixel processing, the performance depends on the picture content. Measuring just
an average case does not provide enough information because also the worst case situation
has to fit within the CPU budget. In order to measure the worst case performance, the
snapshot is altered such that for every block in the image, the most compute intensive
pixel processing block is used. To determine which block is most compute intensive, five
versions of the snapshot are generated. Each version processes the whole frame with the
same pixel processing core. The results of these five measurements are shown in Table 5.2.
The occlusion block happens to be the most resource demanding block, and determines
the worst case load. This confirms the expectations because the occlusion and inconsistent
pixel processing blocks are the most complex blocks with respect to algorithmic complexity.

consistent inconsistent occlusion static border
instruction cycles per frame l.72M 3.92M 4.02M 2.16M 1.96M
stall cycles per frame 0.3M 0.3M O.3M 0.3M 0.3M
total cycles per frame 2.02M 4.22M 4.32M 2.46M 2.26M
total cycles per second 101Mc/s 211Mc/s 216Mc/s 123Mc/s 113Mc/s

Table 5.2: Performance measurement of the different pixel processing options.

5.2.3 Variable Cycle Measurement

In the previous section the worst case pixel core was identified. This is the theoretical worst
case. The chance that the complete frame is inconsistent or occlusion is small, and if it
happens in practise it is very likely that a fall back is needed because of quality issues.
Therefore it is also interesting to know the required cycle budget for i.e. 95% or 99% of
the frames (assuming that a fall back for 1% or even 5% of the frames doesn't degrade the
picture quality too much). As it takes too long to simulate hundreds of frames with verilator,
the x86 executable is used to count for every frame how often every pixel processing block
is used. The total cycles per frame are calculated by multiplying the measurements from
Table 5.2 with the fractions derived from the counters.

More than 100 sequences with together over 12,000 frames (see Appendix C for the
list) are processed to calculate the performance per frame and the Mcycles/s based on the
cycles/frame. From these results the maximum, minimum and average load are calculated
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(Table 5.3). To get an idea how the performance is distributed, a histogram of the per
formance numbers is generated. Figure 5.2 shows the histogram and Figure 5.3 shows the
cumulative histogram. The latter one is used to identify the maximum cycle budget for
95% and 99% of the frames (see Table 5.4 for the results).

minimum maximum average
total cycles per second 101Mc/s 207Mc/s 124Mc/s

Table 5.3: Minimum, maximum and average performance measurements of the pixel processing.

max for 95% max for 99%
total cycles per second 167Mc/s 186Mc/s

Table 5.4: Maximum performance of the pixel processing for 95% and 99% of the frames.
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of the performance numbers.

5.2.4 Conclusion

Table 5.5 shows the total performance for the complete up-converter. It is clear that even
the worst case performance fits within the budget of 350MC/s. If fall back mechanisms
are defined, the 95% or 99% performance numbers can be used. The headroom created by
this can be used for unforseen things like algorithmic fixes or different behavior on the real
hardware. Experiences with other TriMedia cores show that the chance that the hardware
behaves different than verilator is very small. The chance that algorithmic fixes are needed
is much bigger but they do not necessary cost a lot.

In the 5% of the frames where a fall back would be needed, the halo reduction does not
increase the picture quality. In fact it will most certain degrade the quality. The cascaded
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative histogram of the performance numbers.

median performs better in these frames. Therefore there is no quality degradation expected
if a good fall back strategy is defined. It still needs some research to find out which
percentage of the frames can go to fall back without degrading the picture quality (too
much). The 95% and 99% numbers are examples to give an impression how much resources
can be gained.

worst case max for 95% max for 99%
Vector processing
Static region detector
Pixel processing core
Total

50Mc/s
66Mc/s
216Mc/s
332Mc/s

50Mc/s
66Mc/s
167Mc/s
283Mc/s

50Mc/s
66Mc/s
186Mc/s
302Mc/s

Table 5.5: Performance measurement of the complete up-converter (vector processing, static region
detection and pixel processing).

5.3 Objective Picture Quality Evaluation

5.3.1 Measurement Setup

The objective picture quality evaluation of the complete algorithm is done in a similar way
as the evaluation of the different changes. The difference with the process described in Sec
tion 4.2.1 is that now 3 different motion-compensated temporal up-conversion solutions are
compared. The proposed algorithm is compared against the Research version (puma/cobra)
and against the current solution on the market (Jaguar+Spider). The border processing
of the 3 different up-converters is different, but that is not the main interest. To prevent
this difference to influence the results, the borders are cut off before the comparison. Fig
ure 5.4 shows the complete process. First, half of the frames are dropped. Secondly, the 3
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up-converters re-generate the missing frames (x86 simulations are used). After cutting of
the borders, the up-converted frames are compared to the (dropped) originals. The final
step is the averaging of the MSE/frame for the complete sequence.

Figure 5.4: Flowchart for the calculation of the mean square errors of 3 different up-converters.

5.3.2 Mean Square Errors

The results of the MSE measurements are shown in Table 5.6. The first column lists
the sequences used in the objective experiment3 . The second column gives the results for
the proposed algorithm. The third and fourth column give the Research version and the
spider up-converter respectively. The last two column's show the relative difference with
the proposed algorithm, a positive number means that the proposed algorithm is better.
Incorrect measurements like incorrect scene change detection, or appearing subtitles are
removed. Also run in effects and estimator convergence speed are not taken into account.

For all the sequences the MSE measurement shows that the proposed algorithm performs
better than the spider, but also that the puma/cobra is still better. The differences are
partly due to the up-converter and partly as a result of the different motion estimators4 .

Surprising is the large difference for the sequence bicycle. Visually there is hardly any
difference. On the other hand, for the girl squares sequence, there is a clear visible difference
between the three versions while the objective difference is rather small.

3Due to the frame drop, the speed doubles, and therefore only a limited test set could be used. (The
velocities need to remain within the search range, as fall back strategies are not yet implemented in all the
up-converters.

4Evaluations of the different up-converters with the same motion estimator are needed to identify the
partitioning of the differences i.e. which differences are caused by the up-converter.
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filename new upc Research spider Research % spider %
bicycle_50f22 70.88 55.92 87.84 -21.11% 23.93%
bodyguard_50f22 74.95 67.09 88.91 -10.49% 18.63%
chopland_50f22 43.82 43.30 56.02 -1.21% 27.84%
ryan_50f22 139.41 120.09 184.04 -13.86% 32.01%
wheelchair_50£22 10.60 8.31 11.81 -21.64% 11.39%
marsattacks_50f22 99.90 81.23 112.18 -18.69% 12.29%
bond2_50f22 77.34 63.05 81.75 -18.48% 5.70%
girLgate_50f22 53.48 47.78 54.27 -10.67% 1.48%
girLsquares_50f22 76.15 71.49 82.99 -6.12% 8.98%
girlfence_50f22 103.24 78.65 158.26 -23.81% 53.30%
house_50f22 15.32 14.69 15.50 -4.10% 1.21%
phantom.i_50f22 19.16 13.27 30.99 -30.71% 61.80%
pan_car_50£22 7.36 6.66 7.56 -9.54% 2.79%
walking_box_50f22 94.49 71.16 105.45 -24.69% 11.61%
walking_girL50f22 62.37 52.32 63.42 -16.11% 1.68%
walkingJllan_50f22 61.36 42.05 83.71 -31.47% 36.43%
average 63.11 52.32 76.54 -16.42% 19.44%

Table 5.6: Results of the MSE comparison of the different up-conveners.

5.3.3 Conclusion

The main conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that the proposed up-converter
algorithm combined with the new motion estimator is better than the jaguar combined with
spider, but also that the puma/cobra is still better. It is hard to say how large this difference
is. The MSE method is relatively accurate in the ranking of the different algorithms, but
how much the algorithms differ is hard to tell. The subjective picture quality evaluations
presented in the next section will give more reliable information on how much the different
algorithms differ.

5.4 Subjective Picture Quality Evaluation

The goals of the subjective evaluation are:

• Compare the new algorithm to the current solution on the market (Jaguar).
Do people observe the targeted improvements?

• Compare the new algorithm with the algorithm provided by Philips Research.

• Get insight in how annoying the halo artifact is.

• The 'amount' of observed improvement obtained from judder (original) to Jaguar
quality and to the new proposed algorithm.
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5.4.1 Method

Subjects were requested to judge the picture quality of a number of up-converted sequences.
The test setup consists of two similar 30 inch LCD panels5 . The response time6 of the
panels was 25ms, which causes motion blur. LCD panels are used for this test because the
algorithms are targeted for LCD. The ambient illumination was set to 20 lux measured on
the screen in the direction of the viewer to get optimal viewing conditions. The subjects
chose their own preferred viewing distance which was between 0.6m and 1.2m and closer
than the standard viewing distance of 6 times screen height (6x004 = 204m). SD source
material was used. After up-conversion the sequences were scaled to the display resolution
of 1280x768. Prior to scaling some horizontal dynamic peaking was applied. The following
up-conversion methods were used:

A pull down (= film judder)

B jaguar-spider (= current solution)

C Halo Reduced SNM (HR-SNM) (= new solution)

D puma/cobra (= Research solution)

A paired-comparison methodology was used to compare the four options. This resulted
in (4·3)/2 = 6 comparisons per sequence. 6 sequences at 60Hz film 3:2 pull down and
6 sequences at 50Hz film 2:2 pull down were evaluated. This resulted in a total of 72
comparisons. Two sequences from the test set at 60 Hz and 50 Hz came from the same
24Hz origin. This provided a means to compare the quality difference between the 50Hz
and 60Hz processing.

A total of 21 subjects participated. Both expert and non-expert viewers participated
in the evaluation. Expert viewers are observers who are familiar with the video processing
and judge picture quality on a regular basis for their job. The subjects were asked to select
which of the two sequences was preferred. The order of the comparisons and which panel
was used for which algorithm was randomized for every subject.

Before the test 3 example pairs were shown to the subjects to let them get used to the
differences, and where to look. They were told not to look at color differences or intensity
differences. No explanation about halo artifacts was given.

Sequences

A total of 10 original sequences have been used out of the 12 which where needed, as two
sequences were used in both the 50Hz and 60Hz test. The following characteristics should
be represented in the test set:

a Pan / tilt / zoom

b Moving foreground

c Moving background

d Subtitles / overlays

5The used LCD panels do not have scanning back light.
6The response time is the sum of the rising time and the falling time of a pixel.
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e Walking persons

f Detailed background

g Fast motion

Table 5.7 shows which sequences were used and which of the above mentioned charac
teristics were represented. It is important to note that the selected sequences are critical
for halo artifacts. On less critical sequences, it is assumed that up-conversion is preferred
over pull down. The reason that critical material was used is that the main objective for
this experiment was to see how much halo reduction was achieved. The used sequences do
not cause the spider up-converter to go into global fall back. For the other up-converters
no fall back was implemented.

filename 50Hz 60Hz a b c
apoc x x x
bodyguard1 x x
greenhouse x x x
porsche x x x
ryan x x x
chopland x x x x
startrek x x x
mummy x x
carturn x x
zorro x x x

d e f g
x

x x x
x x

x x
x x

x

x
x

Table 5.7: Matrix showing the characteristics of the different sequences.

5.4.2 Results

The results were accumulated in a preference table, in which each cell indicated the percent
age of subjects that preferred the up-conversion method indicated in the column had above
the up-conversion method indicated in the row had. Since the up-conversion methods were
not compared to themselves in the subjective test (mainly to limit the total experimental
time) a 50% preference was assumed for the corresponding cells in the preference table.
These percentages were used to fit the inverse cumulative normal distribution using the
Thurstone model (for more details see Reference [16]). This fit resulted in a relative quality
score per up-conversion method. These quality scores can be plotted on a one-dimensional
interval scale. Additional testing was performed to determine whether differences in these
quality scores were statistically significant. When two quality scores are statistically sig
nificantly different, this implies that the chance of finding a different ranking in quality for
the two related up-conversion methods is smaller than 5%.

Figure 5.5a to 1show the one-dimensional interval-scaled quality scores for the different
sequences. Pull down (no processing) is the reference algorithm and is therefore used as zero
point in the scales. An underlined difference means that the difference is not statistically
significant.

In Figure 5.5b can be seen that for the sequence 'ryan' 50Hz, the puma/cobra algorithm
is statistically significantly better than spider and pull down. And that there is no statis
tically significant difference between the halo-reduced SNM algorithm and puma/cobra.
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For most sequences in this test spider performs worst and pull down is preferred over
spider. The halo-reduced SNM algorithm is preferred over spider for most sequences and
if not, HR-SNM is not statistically significantly different from spider. The sequence 'apoc'
seems to have the best visible halo's, this is deduced from Fig 5.5a as the difference be
tween the different algorithms is big and pull down is most preferred. In the sequence
'porsche' several subjects said that the breakup of the static overlay (visible with all the
up-converters) was the most annoying artifact, but judder is also annoying in this sequence
and therefore it was hard to chose. Figure 5.5e shows that there is no significant difference
between the pull down and the up-conversions.

The sequence 'chopland' 60Hz is the only sequence where the halo-reduced SNM algo
rithm is significantly better than puma/cobra. The difference in halo is very small, but
puma/cobra has a large halo around the subtitles, where spider and the halo-reduced SNM
algorithm do not have those problems.

In this test with critical halo sequences on an LCD panel, subjects perceive large halo
as more annoying than judder. If the halo is small enough, the up-conversion is preferred.
This test shows that on the tested, critical, sequences the proposed algorithm performs
as good or better than judder. The test also shows that there are still opportunities for
improvement. The motion blur (see Reference [13]) caused by the relatively slow LCD
panels reduces the visibility of the film judder. The assumption is that this causes the
preference for film judder. Therefore it cannot be concluded that the effect of film judder
removal is small on all types of displays. This test shows that for slow displays the effect
of film judder removal is small. Current LCDs are slow, the assumption is that in the
future LCD panels become faster, which probably increases the preference for up-converted
sequences. To reduce this problem, fall back strategies can be adapted to the display type.
How much improvement is gained compared to spider is hard to tell. Sequences like 'apoc'
show a big improvement. Other sequences with less halo, have smaller differences. But in
general there is a significant improvement compared to spider.

5.5 Conclusions

Section 5.2 showed that the proposed up-converter requires less than one TM3270. The
worst case processing requires 332 MC/s. Considering that the TriMedia can do 5 operations
per cycle, it is still a huge complexity reduction compared to the 190 GaPS of cobra (see
Reference [2] page 26 and Section 2.4). Both the objective and subjective evaluations
show that the proposed up-converter performs significantly better than spider on critical
sequences and comparable on other sequences. It also shows that there are still opportunities
for improvement as puma/cobra performs better than the proposed algorithm.

The subjective evaluation also shows the importance of good fall back strategies, as for
LCD panels the subjects prefer judder over the halo artifacts for critical halo sequences.
Finding good fall back metrics and strategies is a study on its own and is not yet done for
the proposed algorithm.

The objective and subjective measurement result in the same overall ranking of the
algorithms. The 'amount' of improvement is not so accurate with the objective measurement
and the results on specific sequences are not always similar. Nevertheless the objective
measurement is a useful tool to get a relatively quick idea about improvement of an up
converter algorithm.
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Figure 5.5: Results of the subjective picture quality evaluation with critical sequences for halo
artifacts. Underlined differences are not statistically significant.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

The goal of this study was to develop an algorithm for reduced halo temporal up-conversion
which can run in real-time on a TM3270 CPU core. The algorithm is based on the halo
reduction algorithm from Philips Research (puma/cobra) and the target was to aim at
a similar picture quality. More important than this is that the perceived halo's and the
picture quality had to be significantly improved compared to the current solution on the
market (jaguar + spider). The main drawback of the puma/cobra algorithm is that its
complexity did not enable a suitable implementation for a consumer electronics price level.
According to Reference [2] the complexity of the up-converter part of the algorithm (cobra)
is in the order of 190 GOPS. The targeted quality level, can however, be achieved with this
algorithm.

This report described an algorithm which is based on the ideas of puma/cobra with
a significantly lower complexity level. Both operation count (cycle count) and bandwidth
requirements where optimized. The simulations have shown that even in the worst case situ
ations the complete up-converter can be executed in real-time on one TM3270 at 350MHz.
In fact only 332MC/s are needed. With the use of load balancing this number can be
decreased to 283MC/s. These extra cycles can be used for algorithmic improvements to
increase the robustness of the algorithm, or for algorithmic changes to improve the average
quality. Besides it is good practice to save some headroom in the cycle budgets in case the
real hardware behaves differently than the simulation. Note that all the video processing
is done on 10 bits luminance data. It is of course also possible to implement an 8 bit ver
sion. In the 8 bit version the pixel processing core will save approximately 40% in resource
requirements, resulting in a total of 216MC/s (with load balancing).

The subjective and objective evaluations have shown that the picture quality has signif
icantly been improved compared to the current solution on the market (spider). Compared
to the Research version, there is still room for improvement. The proposed algorithm does
not only improve on reducing the halo artifact, but also improved on correctly representing
subtitles and static overlays. This is mainly due to the new static region detector.

The subjective evaluation also showed also that if remaining halo artifacts are still
clearly visible, film judder is preferred over the up-converted picture quality level. As
such it is important to develop robust fall back strategies, which should be a target for
further improvements. To conclude; the next step in Natural Motion has been taken. The
halo artifact introduced with the motion-compensated temporal up-conversion are now
significantly reduced with the targeted system requirements.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Special Definitions,
Symbols and Notations

a temporal position, float between 2: -1 and ~ 0

- - ((df+d~)/2)Average(d1, d2) = (d!{ + ~)/2 Vector average

B Block of pixels

b= (~:) 2--d.imensional block number

COBRA Internal name for a reduced halo up-converter
CRT Cathode Ray Tube

D-(-) (Dx(:i,n)) M . 'al .. - d . bx, n = Dy(x, n) otIOn vector at spatl pOSItIOn x an pIcture num er n

153 (x, n) Combined motion vector at spatial position x and temporal position n
Df(x, n) Forward motion vector at spatial position x and temporal position n
15b(x, n) Backward motion vector at spatial position x and temporal position n
dm Dynamic Median
E Pixel error
film judder Irregular motion due to frame repetition
FIR Finite Impulse Response
GOPS Giga OPerations per Second
halo blur around moving objects
HD High Definition: resolution up to 1920x1080 interlaced.
HDTV High Definition TeleVision
HR-SNM Halo Reduced Software Natural Motion
IIR Infinite Impulse Response
£(x, n) Luminance at spatial position x and picture number n
LCD Liquid Crystal Display
MC Motion Compensated
ME Motion Estimation

M d · (d- d- d-) - (Median(df , d~, , dk)) M d'e ~an 1, 2,···, k - M d' (dY fiI dY ) . . • • . • • • • • .• • . . . . e Ian on vectors
e ~an l' a2' , k

M S E Mean-Square Error
NTSC National Television System Committee
n Picture number
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Occlusion covering or uncovering
PAL Phase Alternation Line
pull down Up-conversion by frame repetition
PUMA Internal name for a 3 frame motion estimator
RTL Register Transfer Level
S(X, n) Static region mask at spatial position x and picture number n
SD Standard Definition, 720x480at60Hz or 720x576at50Hz
SIMD Single Instruction Multiple Data
SNM Software Natural Motion
SoC System on Chip
Sub-Pixel Interpolated pixel at a non-integer position
Tedge .........................•......•.••.....•. Edge threshold for static region detector
Tincons Inconsistency threshold
Toed Occlusion threshold
Tstatic Static region threshold
VLIW Very Long Instruction Word

- (x) D' t'al' .x = y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iscrete spa 1 posItIOn

x Discrete horizontal position
y Discrete vertical position
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Appendix B

TriMedia Optimizations

B.l Introduction

In this appendix, some highlights of the ThiMedia implementation of the proposed algorithm
are presented. Examples are given of the use of special operations. The biggest gain in
performance is achieved by using SIMD and custom operations. Also standard techniques
like loop unrolling and function in-lining are used, but these won't be addressed. An
example of the use of custom and SIMD operations will be shown for one of the pixel
processing cores and for the vector splitter. For the vector splitting operation a special
instruction was added to the instruction set. Section B.3 presents this instruction and its
use. Another strong point of a programmable platform is the possibility to use resources
in different ways, but this is only possible if the amount of resources needed for a function
can be controlled. Section B.4 discusses the load balancing opportunities.

B.2 Pixel Processing Example

The two most important operations for the pixel processing are the MEDIAN and the
SCALEMIX. Both are super operations, which means that 2 issue slots are used, and that
up to 4 input registers and up to 2 output registers can be selected. Because the pixel data
is 10 bits, and is stored in 16 bit words, the DUAL version of the operations are used. The
SUPER_DUALIMEDIAN takes 3 inputs of 2 pixels each and calculates two independent 3-tap
medians. The two output pixels are stored in 1 register. See Listing B.1 for the definition
of this operation. The SUPER_DUALISCALEMIX takes 2 inputs of 2 pixels each and 2 inputs
with 2 mix factors each. The pixels are multiplied with the corresponding mix factors
and the products are accumulated and scaled to produce 2 output pixels (in one register).
Listing B.2 shows the definition of this operation.

1 if (rguard) then {
2 rdest1[31:16] = min (max (min (rsrc1[31:16] , rsrc2[31:16]) , rsrc3

[31:16]), max (rsrc1[31:16] , rsrc2[31:16]))
3 rdest1[15:0] = min (max (min (rsrc1[15:0] , rsrc2[15:0]), rsrc3

[15:0]), max (rsrc1[15:0] , rsrc2[15:0]))
4 }

Listing B.1: Pseudo code of the SUPERDUALIMEDIAN operation.
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1 if (rguard) then {
2 temp = rsrc1[31:16]*rsrc2[31:16] + rsrc3[31:16]*rsrc4[31:16]

+(1«13);
temp = (temp » 14);
rdest1[31:16] = min (max (-2-15, temp), 2-15-1);
temp = rsrc1[15:0]*rsrc2[15:0] + rsrc3[15:0]*rsrc4[15:0] +(1«13);
temp = (temp » 14);
rdest1[15:0] = min (max (-2-15, temp), 2-15-1);

Listing B.2: Pseudo code of the SUPEKDUALISCALEMIX operation.

Listing B.3 shows the part ofthe source code which is responsible for the pixel processing
in an occlusion area. This piece of code calculates two pixels simultaneously. If the pixel
data is only 8 bit, four pixels can be calculated at the same time. In line 2 the non-motion
compensated average is calculated. One operation calculates two averages with correct
rounding. In line 7 the mix factor for the error mixer is calculated. The result needs to be
shifted because the mix operation has a fixed scale factor. In line 11 and 12 the mix factors
are used to calculate the motion-compensated pixel (See also Equation 4.28). In Line 15 the
dynamic median is calculated (Equation 4.30). In case of covering the motion-compensated
previous sample is used, and in case of uncovering the motion-compensated current sample
is used. In line 18 this selection is done, based on the information in the occlusion mask.
Because the occlusion mask assigns a value to a block it is impossible that both covering
and uncovering occurs in the same block. Therefore this selection is always the same for the
two subsequent pixels. Finally in line 20 the occlusion sample is mixed with the dynamic
median. The mix factors for this mixer are the same for the whole block and therefore
calculated only once for the whole block.

1 // calculate non motion compensated average
2 nUIIAvg = DUALIAVG1(sampleOP1, sampleOC1);
3 // calculate mix factors based on the errors of the
4 // motion compensated samples from the two motion vectors
5 errR = DSPUDUALABSSUBI(sampleRP1, sampleRC1);
6 errA = DSPUDUALABSSUBI(sampleAP1, sampleAC1);
7 mixA = DSPIDUALADD(Ox04000400,DSPIDUALSUB(errR,errA))«3;
8 mixB = DSPIDUALSUB(Ox40004000,mixA);
9 // calculate the motion compensated samples out of the four

10 // motion compensated samples from the two motion vectors
11 sampleMcP = SUPER_DUALISCALEMIX(sampleRP, mixB, sampleAP, mixA);
12 sampleMcC = SUPER_DUALISCALEMIX(sampleRc, mixB, sampleAC, mixA);
13
14 // calculate dynamic median
15 dm = SUPER_DUALIMEDIAN(sampleMcP, sampleMcC, nullAvg);
16
17 // select the occlusion sample
18 coy_sample = (cov > 0)7 sampleRP1 : sampleRC1;
19 // mix the occlusion sample with the dynamic median
20 output = SUPER_DUALISCALEMIX(cov_sample, cov_mixA, dm, cov_mixB);

Listing B.3: Source code of pixel processing in occlusion areas.
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B.3 Vector Splitting Operation

The vector splitter splits the motion vector into two parts by multiplying the vector with
the temporal position. In an integer based architecture it is especially important to take
care of the rounding. The vector is multiplied by an integer representation of the temporal
position, and than shifted accordingly. By adding a rounding constant, the rounding to
the nearest integer is achieved. But this constant has to be different for negative numbers
to yield symmetrical rounding. Listing B.6 shows the ANSI C implementation of this split
and rounding function. On the TM3270 a special instruction is available which can do the
rounding and scaling for x and y component independently, all in one operation. Listing BA
shows the definition of this instruction in pseudo code. Listing B.5 shows the use of this
operation in the vector splitter. This instruction ended up in the TM3270 instruction set
partly as a result of this study.

1 if (rguard) then {
2 temp = rsrc1[31:16]*rsrc2[31:16];
3 rounding = (rsrc2[31:16] < 0) ? Ox2000 Ox1fff; 1* nearest

integer, towards zero *1
4 temp = (temp + rounding) » 14;
5 rdest1 [31: 16] = min (max (-2-15, temp), 2-15-1);
6 temp = rsrc1[15:0]*rsrc2[15:0];
7 rounding = (rsrc2[15:0] < 0) ? Ox2000 Ox1fff; 1* nearest integer

, towards zero *1
8 temp = (temp + rounding) » 14;
9 rdest1 [15:0] = min (max (-2-15, temp), 2-15-1);

10 }

Listing B.4: Pseudo code of the DUALISCALEULRNINTZ operation.

preVec->xy = DUALISCALEUI_RNINTZ(tpos«7, inVec.xy );
curVec->xy = DUALISCALEUI_RNINTZ(DSPIDUALSUB(Ox00200020«7,tpos

«7), inVec.xy );

void
MvSplitRoundO ( lisp tit and round to nearest integer towards zero

tmMotVecType inVec,
int tpos,
tmMotVecType* preVec,
tmMotVecType* curVec
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 {
9

10

11 }

Listing B.5: Source code of vector splitting function optimized for TM3270.
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(Int16) «(tpos * inVec.v.x) + (1«6)-1) » 5+2);
(Int16)«(((32 - tpos) * inVec.v.x) + (1«6)-1) »

preVec->v.x
curVec->v.x

5+2);

if (inVec.v.x > 0)
{

void
MvSplitRoundO ( //split and round to nearest integer towards zero

tmMotVecType inVec,
int tpos,
tmMotVecType* preVec,
tmMotVecType* curVec
)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 {
9

10
11
12

13 }
14 else
15 {
16 preVec->v.x (Int16)«(tpos * inVec.v.x) + (1«6)) »5+2);
17 curVec->v.x = (Int16) ((((32 - tpos) * inVec.v.x) + (1«6))

»5+2);
18 }
19
20 if (inVec.v.y > 0)
21 {
22 preVec->v.y = (Int16)(((tpos * inVec.v.y) + (1«6)-1) » 5+2);
23 curVec->v.y (Int16) ((((32 - tpos) * inVec.v.y) + (1«6)-1) »

5+2);
24 }
25 else
26 {
27 preVec->v.y = (Int16)(((tpos * inVec.v.y) + (1«6)) » 5+2);
28 curVec->v.y (Int16)((32 - tpos) * inVec.v.y) + (1«6)) »

5+2);
29 }
30 }

Listing B.6: Source code of the vector splitting function in ANSI C.

B.4 Load Balancing

The core selection mechanism in the pixel processing core has already reduced the CPU
load, because the individual pixel processing cores are all smaller than one pixel processing
core which replaces all the different cores. Because the different pixel processing cores
have different cost, the load per frame is not constant anymore. The worst case load is
for a frame where every block needs the most compute intensive pixel processing. This is
typically the case when the vector field is inconsistent. For most frames a large part of
the frame will have a consistent vector field. A reduction of the worst case CPU load can
be obtained by locally compromising picture quality. This can be achieved by selecting a
processing core with a lower resource demand when the CPU load is expected to exceed the
available budget. After the vector processing (re-timing, occlusion detection, inconsistency
measurement) and the static region detection, the load can be predicted by counting how
often each processing block is needed. If the predicted load exceeds the available resources
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some parts of the up-converter can be switched of, for instance the halo reduction. The
assumption is that this happens only with a small percentage of the frames, and mainly
with frames with a bad consistency, the overall quality impact is expected to be very small.
On the other hand, if the predicted load is smaller than the available resources, a better,
more advanced algorithm can be used to improve the picture quality. Section 5.2.3 provides
some statistics about the variable load.
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Appelldix C

Sequences

The following sequences are used for the MSE calculations. Note that only film 2:2 pull
down sequences can be used for this method.

sequence name
bicycle_50f22
ryan_50f22
bond2_50f22
girlfence_50f22
pan_car_50f22
walking-IIlan_50f22

bodyguard_50f22
wheelchair_50f22
girLgate_50f22
house_50f22
walking_box_50f22

chopland_50f22
marsattacks_50f22
girLsquares_50f22
phantom_50f22
walking_girL50f22

Table C.l: Sequences used for MSE calculations of different occlusion conditions.

The sequences used for the picture quality evaluation are listed in Section 4.2.1. Ta
ble C.2 shows the sequences used for the cycle measurements from Section 5.2.

For some pictures used in this report only part of the picture was shown. The corre
sponding full snapshot of these pictures are presented in Figures C.l(a) to C.l(d).
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apoc_50f22.yuv
bicycle_50f22.yuv
bodyguard3_50f22.yuv
bond2_50f22.y
chopland_50f22.yuv
die_50f22.yuv
fargo_50f22.yuv
flight_50f22.yuv
ftz.yuv
girLsea_50f22.yuv
girLwoods_50f22.yuv
hamdv_50f22.yuv
hawaiUbox_50f22.yuv
IrrPhaL50f22.yuv
kieLzoom_50f22.yuv
kitchgrass_50f22.yuv
mask_50f22.yuv
nemo2_50f22.yuv
nike_50f22.yuv
pan_car_50f22.yuv
pepsL3M_50f22.yuv
phantom_50f22.yuv
porscheJence_50f22.yuv
pub3_3M_50f22.yuv
rocks_panning_50f22.yuv
sc_on_cameL50f22.yuv
specialist_169_50f22.yuv
teenyJIlore_50f22.yuv
thelma_3M_50f22.yuv
ties_50f22.yuv
toystory2_50f22.yuv
vuurwerk_50f22.yuv
walkingJIlan_50f22.yuv
zoneplateJIloving_50f22.yuv
zorro_vrt2_50f22.yuv

bad_50f22.yuv
black_50f22.yuv
bodyguard_50f22.yuv
bond2_50f22.yuv
chopJmnt_50f22.yuv
exploreL50f22.yuv
fashiontv_50f22.yuv
fmjwaL50f22.yuv
girlfence_50f22.yuv
girLsquares_50f22.yuv
goedele_50f22.yuv
hamdv_aLbars_50f22.yuv
helL50f22.yuv
IrrPha_50f22.yuv
killing_50f22.yuv
lord_50f22.yuv
maze_50f22.yuv
nike_2M_50f22.yuv
nike_5M_50f22.yuv
parroL50f22.yuv
pepsL5M_50f22.yuv
phantomj_50f22.yuv
pretender_50f22.yuv
pub3_5M_50f22.yuv
ryan_50f22.yuv
shipL50f22.yuv
sporL50f22.yuv
thelma_15M_50f22.yuv
thelma_5M_50f22.yuv
ties_chopland_50f22.yuv
toystory_50f22.yuv
walking_box_50f22.yuv
wheelchair_50f22.yuv
zoneplateJIlov_50f22.yuv

beverlyhills_50f22.yuv
bodyguardl_50f22.yuv
bondL50f22.yuv
chan_50f22.yuv
cyclesnow_50f22.yuv
falling_50f22.yuv
fashion_50f22.yuv
footbalL50f22.yuv
girLgate_50f22.yuv
girLwood.raw
greenhouse_50f22.yuv
hamdv_auction_50f22.yuv
house_50f22.yuv
kanaaL50f22.yuv
killing_pro_50f22.yuv
marsattacks_50f22.yuv
nemoL50f22.yuv
nike_3M_50f22.yuv
pan_bridge_50f22.yuv
pepsLlOM_50f22.yuv
pepsLorL50f22.yuv
porsche_50f22.yuv
pub3_10M_50f22.yuv
pub3_orL50f22.yuv
scoreboard_50f22.yuv
siena_tilt_50f22.yuv
teeny_50f22.yuv
thelma_2M_50f22.yuv
thelma_orL50f22.yuv
tokyo_50f22.yuv
treeL50f22.yuv
walking_girL50f22.yuv
women_50f22.yuv
zorro_vrtL50f22.yuv

Table C.2: Sequences used for the variable load measurment
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(a) chopland, used in Figure 1.4

(c) porsche, used in 4.12

(b) bicyle, used in 4.8 and 4.9

(d) bodyguard1, used in 4.13

Figure C.l: Parts of these images where used as examples throughout this report.
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Appendix D

Suggestions for Improvements

This appendix provides a list of ideas for further improvements. The ideas are in random
order and not tested.

• Black bar detection is needed to prevent black bars and side bars to be pulled into
the picture by the motion compensation. The black bar detector defines the area for
the motion compensated up-conversion.

• Black bar processing in the pixel core can be improved. One option is to cut off
the black bars and scale the remaining image to the display resolution.

• Fall back mechanisms have to be defined to prevent the up-converter from producing
large artifact in abnormal sequences. Fall back is also needed if the halo artifacts
become too much visible .

• Load balancing can be used to save cycles. This should be combined with the fall
back mechanisms.

• Post processing like block erosion and extreme elimination on the averaged vector
field might increase the quality.

• Noisy input signals should be tested to make sure the up-converter is robust enough
for noise.

• Variable occlusion threshold helps the occlusion detector with fast movements.
Threshold can be determined for each frame using the global motion, or a local thresh
old can be calculated from the largest vector transition with the surrounding motion
vectors.

• Chroma up-conversion has not been addressed in this report. Chrominance is less
critical, and therefore a dynamic median up-converter ([8]) is sufficient. The averaged
vector (Equation 2.1) would be a safe vector to use for the chrominance up-conversion.
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